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ASSESSMENT OF OPERATOR RESPONSE
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SUMMARY

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

A review of operator response to the event of August 13, 1991,
which led to the declaration of a Site Area Emergency and the
effectiveness of training to prepare operators for such an event
has resulted in the following conclusions:

1) Operator response/actions during and following the event were
appropriate.

2) All plant parameters were stabilized and controlled.
3) EOPs appropriately addressed control of station parameters.

This event has demonstrated that symptom based procedures are
the most effective way to handle large complicated events.

4) Operating procedures were generally useful however there were
some identified instances where a given procedure was not
specifically written for existing (unanticipated) plant
conditions.

5) Procedures were appropriately used.

6) Training has been effective in preparing operators for events
of this nature. Simulator training was identified as a
significant strength. Some specific training recommendations
have been identified.

DETAILED REVIEW

At approximately 0548 on August 13, 1991, NMP2 experienced a loss
of Main Transformer Phase B Transformer and UPS-'1A through D and G
power supply. This resulted in loss of the majority of control
room annunciators, plant essential lighting, communications systems
and control rod position indications. Additionally, with the
general exception of control room meters on P601 and P852 most
control room meters and recorders failed.
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APRM recorders failed as is due to the power loss. At the
initiation of the event operators assessed plant conditions and
noted the following:
~ PAM recorders (running in,fast speed) indicated approximately

175" RPV water level and 920 psig RPV pressure
~ APRMs were indicating downscale on back panel meters (no power

was lost to this indication)
~ Feedwater pumps had tripped
~ RCS pumps had downshifted

~ ARI had initiated, and

~ The RPS solenoid white power supply lights were extinguished
Within several seconds the reactor mode switch was taken to
shutdown at the direction of the SSS. RPV water level was lowering
and RCIC manually started. The RCIC system experienced oscillating
flow, speed and pressure in automatic and was placed in manual.
This stabilized the oscillations. Realizing that there was
conflicting control room indications for reactor power and
recognizing that RCS had downshifted and feedwater pumps had
tripped, placing the reactor mode switch to shutdown was a
conservative and appropriate action. Starting RCIC is authorized
by N2-0P-,101C for use.

RPV water level continued to lower to L3 at which time N2-EOP-RPV
was entered. Recognizing that control rod position was unavailable
the SSS immediately exited section RL of that procedure and entered
N2-EOP-C5. These were the appropriate procedures to utilize.
These procedures were then used to control RPV water level,
pressure and power. RCIC was used to restore RPV water level above
the scram setpoint after which it was placed in a full flow test
lineup. RCIC use is authorized in N2-EOP-C5, and its use was
therefore appropriate. As the scenario progressed, RPV pressure
was slowly lowering. Main steam line drains (2MSS-AOV87A-D) wereclosed'n order to stabilize the RPV pressure. This is consistent
with N2-EOP-RPV section RP and N2-OP-101C Scram Procedure.
2RHS*P1A was placed in Suppression Pool Cooling mode by the
operators shortly after RCIC was started in order to control
suppression pool water temperature.

/

When N2-EOP-C5 was entered the ADS system was defeated utilizing
the inhibit logic switches. For NMP2 these switches were
specifically added for ATWS events. Their use is authored by
N2-EOP-C5 in order to prevents 1) a severe thermal transient on the
RPV, 2) complications involving RPV water level control and 3) the
rapid uncontrolled injection of large amounts of relatively cold
unborated water should RPV level fall to L1 during ATWS conditions.
Therefore, this action was appropriate.
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At, 0600 the SSS declared a Site Area Emergency and activated thestation emergency plan. Because the communications systems were
unavailable at NMP2, control room operators requested the NMP1
control room to make the emergency announcements. Offsitenotifications were made as required.
As RPV pressure continued to lower operators secured the running
condensate booster pump to prevent its injection into the RPV (the
feedwater level control valves (LV10s) had failed as is in the openposition). RPV water level was slowly rising with normal CRD as
the only injection source (RCIC was in full flow test) when RPV L8
was exceeded. Securing the condensate booster pump is authorized
by N2-OP-101C in order to control RPV level and is consistent with
N2-EOP-5 and RPV which specify a maximum RPV level of L8. Thusthis action was appropriate.

When it was recognized that the UPS-1 power supplies were lost,
operators were dispatched to identify the problems and restore
power. Power was restored manually at each UPS. It was identifiedthat the existing procedure (N2-OP-71) for restoring UPS power did
not fully address the restoration of the UPSs in their current
configuration, thus the operator was required to utilize his
knowledge of UPSs in order to access and manually close in the
maintenance power supply breaker. This is considered appropriate
response under these emergency conditions in order restore control
room alarm and instrumentation system. This is specifically
authorized by AP-2.0 (Rev. 23) section 3.4.4 which states "In
emergency situations not addressed by procedures, personnel may
take action to avoid or minimize personnel injury or damage to thestation". Additionally this action of manually operating a breakeris considered within an operators Skills of the Trade. N2-ODI-5.16
(Rev. 0) Skills of the Trade will be revised to add manual
operation of breakers (other than 13.8 and 4.16 KV which have a
separate procedure for operation).
At approximately 0615 hours RPV water level reached L8. The
condensate booster pump was secured at or just prior to this point
thus the only injection source into the RPV was CRD. RPV water
level remained above L8 for approximately eight minutes after whichit continued to slowly lower. Subsequent evaluation has determined
that the RPV level did remain below the main steam lines. At this
time the SSS directed RPV pressure be maintained 500-600 psig using
turbine bypass valves and that Condensate Booster pump P2A be
started to maintain RPV level 165-180 inches. UPS power had been
restored at this point and the LV10s were able to be closed. RPV
water level continued to slowly lower to approximately 124 inches
before the condensate booster pump (using LV137) was able to turn
the trend and restore RPV level. RPV water level of 124 inches is
well within the specified control band of -14 to 202.3 inches in
N2-EOP-C5. Additionally that procedure requires that RPV level
recovery be performed delibeiately slow.
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Operators were unable to open the feed pump suction valves
(2CNM-MOV84s) following the startup of the condensate booster pump
due to the inability to access the turbine bldg. (to equalize
around the MOV84s). Thus only the low press/low flow makeup valve
(LV137) was available. Following restoration of UPS power the
operators were able reset the rod drive control system and
determine that the majority of control rods were fully inserted.
Several control rod positions were still unable to be determined.
At this point the SSS was still utilizing N2-EOP-C5 for RPV water
level control and had directed that alternate control rod insertion
methods be attempted utilizing N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14. Utilizing
N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 the operators defeated RPS interlocks in
able to permit resetting the scram signal in order to effect
multiple scrams. Upon resetting the scram the operators were ableto determine that all control rods were fully inserted thus further
N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 actions (additional scrams) were not
required. The SSS then properly exited N2-EOP-C5 and returned to
N2-EOP-RPV section RL for RPV water level control. Subsequent
evaluation following the event has determined that all control rods
were fully inserted. Those which had lost position indication had
over traveled in. Restoration of'efeated ADS and RPS interlocks
were then accomplished later in the scenario following the clearing
of all scram signals. Defeating of RPS interlocks is authorized bythe EOPs for this particular scenario in order to provide theability to reset the scram and „perform multiple scrams. The
premise is that the failure of all control rods to fully insert
could be caused by a hydraulic problem, thus resetting the scram
enables the scram discharge volume (SDV) to drain. In this
scenario the operators using N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 recognizedthat there was no pneumatic system problem and that the SDV wasfull and thus performed appropriate actions.
Approximately one half hour after determining that all control rods
were fully inserted (0731) operators had restored RPV water level
above L3. At this point in the scenario all control rods had been
inserted, RPV water level was stable between L3 and L8 using
condensate booster pump P2A and CRD, and RPV pressure was beingcontrolled with turbine bypass valves to maintain RPV cooldown rate
less than 100'F/hr. Throughout the morning many balance of plant
(BOP) system manipulations were made. Among these system
operations the following were included:
~ Startup of Auxiliary Boiler B.

~ Establishment of turbine sealing steam with the AuxiliaryBoiler supplying steam to the clean steam reboilers.
~ Startup of the condenser air removal pumps to maintain

condenser vacuum.
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~ Placing the main turbine on the turning gear. (Somedifficulty was encountered when performing this evolution
requiring assistance of the system engineer), and

~ Restoration of process and radwaste computers (followingrestoration of UPS power).

At approximately 1055 hours it was decided to startup the RWCU
system in the full reject mode in order to facilitate RPV waterlevel control (when SDC is placed in service) and to assist inreactor coolant chemistry control.
That system lineup is authorized by N2-OP-101C following a reactor
scram. When the RWCU pump P1B was started the differential flowisolation logic was initialed causing a system isolation. NRCnotification was made as required by 10CFR50.7b.2.ii.

A root cause is currently in progress to determine the reason forthe isolation. It was reported to the control room that loudnoises (waterhammer) were heard in the RWCU heat exchanger room.
The control room notified the TSC which initiated an engineering
walkdown of the system. No problem were identified by the
engineering walkdown which was completed early that evening. Nofurther analysis was required.
RCIC was declared inoperable and 2ICS*MOV126 deactivated shut whenit was recognized that 2ICS*AOV156 failed to indicate full closed.
RCIC was not required at this point for RPV level or pressurecontrol. These valves are containment isolation valves and theseactions were taken to comply with Tech. Spec. 3/4.6.3.
At approximately 1000 hours it was determined that two SRVs
(2MSS*PSV128 and 133) had lifted at the initiation of the event.
N2-OSP-ISC-MQ002 the Drywell Vacuum Breaker Operability Test wasinitiated and performed.

Primary containment parameters were monitored and trended
throughout the event. Early in the event it was recognized that DW
Cooling fans had tripped had been lost due to the BOP power loss.
Operators attempted to restore DW Cooling using N2-OP-13 and 60.
Use of the LOCA bypass switches for the fans was attempted howeverfailed to be effective due to the power loss. Operators were ableto restore DWUCs following restoration of UPS power. Use of the
LOCA bypass switches during non-LOCA conditions is authorized byN2-OP-13 and 60. At one point during the morning it was noted thatDivision 2 Hydrogen concentration recorder had spiked indicating ahigh containment hydrogen concentration. Actual concentration asindicated on Division 1 H'/O~ remained normal (<14) throughout the

@vent. Operators found that H~/O~ monitor sample pump tripped andrestored the unit to service after which indicated hydrogenconcentration returned to normal levels. At no time during theevent were any Primary Containment EOP entry conditions met.
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When the SDC high pressure isolation interlocks '(approx. 1200
hours) cleared, operators secured 2RHS*P1A from suppression pool
cooling, stroked 2RHS*MOV40A (a deferred PMT for WR work),
completed the necessary paperwork and declared RHS Loop A operable
for SDC. This was done in order to comply with a one hour TS
requirement for SDC in Mode 3.

At approximately 1500 hours, 2RCS*P1B was shutdown and 2RHS*P1B
placed in SDC using N2-OP-101C and 31. While in SDC RPV level
control was with CRD injection into the RPV and RHS reject to
Radwaste (RWCU was unavailable due to the previous trip).Difficultyin controlling RPV level was experienced when the normal
reject throttle valve to Radwaste (2RHS*MOV142) failed.
This required operators to use 2RHS*MOV149 full stroke open and
close to control level until Electricians were able to effect
repairs to *MOV142. This resulted in RPV water level rising andfalling above and below the L8 setpoint periodically until the
valve was repaired. RPV water level remained well below the
elevation of the Main Steam lines throughout the duration.
Plant Cooldown continued until Cold Shutdown was reached at 1846
and the MSIVs closed using N2-OSP-MSS-CS001. MSIV 6D indicated
intermediate position following the test and was declared
inoperable. The Site Area Emergency was then terminated at 1943.

An assessment regarding the ability of operators to perform
required actions during the UPS power loss was completed. This was
conducted by review of operator written statements, shift
debriefing and operator interviews. The loss of lighting was
determined not to impact operator actions. The only prolonged loss
was essential lighting in stairways (Reactor Bldg. lighting went
out initially but came back on within 30 seconds). Since the only
lighting lost was stairway lighting and since flashlights are
normally carried, operators felt that this did not impact plant
operations. Communications systems were also lost while the UPS
power supply was de-energized. This impacted the gaitronics and
radio systems. This caused reports and directions to and from the
control room to be delayed. Operators stated that had
communications been available restoration of power may have taken
place more quickly but also noted that they still were able to
carry out required actions.

Instrumentation availability was reviewed to determine if EOP use
was impacted. Interviews with. operators and panel walkdowns have
verified that all parameters required to be monitored in order to
effect, the EOPs were available. This includes EOP entry condition
parameters as well as those required to implement throughout the
procedures. In some cases, alternate or back panel indications
were utilized (eg. DW temperature, APRMs).
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A review of applicable T.S. requirements has been made for the time
period this event was in progress. It has revealed that all T.S.
LCO requirements were adhered to with exceptions described as
follows:
~ T.S. 4.6.4.b.1 This T.S. surveillance requirement

specifies cycling the DW-SC vacuum
breakers through one complete cycle
of full travel within two hours
following SRV actuation.

~ T.S. 3.3.1 action b.

It was not determined that SRVs had
actuated until approximately four
hours following event initiation.
At that point the required
surveillance was completed in the
following two hours.

This T.S. action requirement
specifies placing at least one RPStrip system in a tripped condition
within one hour. Using N2-EOP-6,
Attachment 14 operators had defeatedall RPS interlocks (except for
manual) as directed by the EOPs for
a period of approximately one and
one half hours. This was required
in order to permit resetting the
scram signal to allow the SDV to
drain down and subsequently perform
additional scrams to effect control
rod insertion. This action is
directed by NMP2 EOPs consistent
with the BWROG-EPG (Rev. 4) and is
recognized in the Safety Evaluation
for NMP2 EOPs (Rev. 4) (SER 90-145,
Attachment 4, Event 15.8).
Additionally EPG Appendix B
specifically states the following
"...This is not to imply that
operation beyond the Technical
Specification is recommended in any
emergency. Rather, such operation
is required and is now permitted,
under certain degraded conditions in
order to safely mitigate the
consequences of those degraded
conditions...."





Since defeating RPS interlocks was believed to have been required
(the operators were unable to determine multiple control rod
positions) in order to insert control rods, and the basis for the
procedures and safety evaluation recognize the potential for this
condition the action taken by the operators and direction by the
procedures was appropriate.

A review of the NMP2 EOP (Rev. 4) Safety Evaluation (90-145) for
analysis of USAR events 15.2.2 (Generator Load Reject) and 15.8
(ATWS) has been completed. The only difference between actual
operator performance and that described in the safety evaluation
was that operators entered the EOPs based upon low RPV water level
vice high RPV pressure assumed in the safety evaluation. This had
no impact on procedure use or plant conditions.

An assessment of training effectiveness has been performed in
regard to this event the purpose of which was to determine the
following:
~ Was operator training effective in preparing operators to

handle this type of event?

~ What particular training was useful or identified as a
strength in preparing for this event?

~ Was there any additional training or recommendations which
could be used to better prepare for events of this nature?

The following strengths and recommendations/feedback wereidentified based upon operator response to interview questions and
debriefings by Operations Management and Training.
STRENGTHS

1) EOP training in the simulator
used backup indications to assess plant conditions

2) SSSs command and control
several interviews perceived the SSS as calm, and very
much in control of the situation
"his leadership made us feel very much at ease"

3) Teamwork
many instances of operators backing each other up

4) Non-licensed operator training in the simulator
made it easier for the NLOs to keep the "Big Picture"
throughout the event
Helps them better understand their responsibilities

5) Newly qualified B operators were noted as being very well
trained by several other more senior operators

6) Communications
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7) Static simulator scenarios in the requal program enhanced
operator skills. Oncoming crews found it easier to assess
plant conditions as they walk in cold into the control room
without having to disrupt the actions of the on shift crew.

TRAINING RECOMMEND TION8 FEEDBACK+

1) Training on operation of the UPSs when the Units have tripped
and restoration of power from maintenance power supply is
required.

a) Include an actual hands on JPM or training on UPS
operations in addition to the existing classroom
training.

2) Maintaining accountability during the event was verydifficult. Personnel were unaware that they had to go through
the OSC before moving to other areas of the plant.

3) Coordinating operations of the plant through the OSC were at
times difficult.

4) Review operation of Reactor Water Cleanup system above
saturated conditions. (N2-OP-37 Operations)

5) Locations for the remote indications
reactor pressure
reactor water level

6)

7)

Turnover of the SED function from the SSS to TSC should be
reviewed in regard to how this is accomplished.

Scenario's which include losses of several annunciators.

8) Verify that the simulator modeling of drywell pressure rate of
pressure rise per unit time is correct. During the event
drywell unit coolers were lost for 1/2 hour and no pressure
rise had occurred in the drywell (Plant was 1004 power before
the scram).

9) Maintain the quality and quantity of simulator training for
licensed and non-licensed personnel.

10) Use of static scenarios (not necessarily the exams) in
training as exercises can be beneficial. The oncoming crew
was able to access plant status without disrupting the crew
combating the event.

11) If and when a UPS is replaced for upgrading, consider using
the replaced UPS for training use as a mock-up.
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Based upon the proceeding feedback from operators and recognitionthat the procedures used were properly implemented and the plantmaintained in a safe configuration during the event it can be
concluded that operator training has been effective in preparingoperators for events of this nature.

10
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DEFINITION F A R NYIM
Page 1 of 2

ADS — Automatic Depressurization System
APRM — Average Power Range Monitor
ARI — Alternate Rod Insertion
ASME — American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ATWS — Anticipated Transient Without Scram

BOP — Balance of Plant
BWROG — Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group

CAN — Community Alert Network
CCP — Reactor Building Closed Loop Cooling
CPR — Critical Power Ratio
CST — Condensate Storage Tank

DBA — Design Basis Accident
DEC — Department of Environmental Conservation
DRMS - Digital Radiation Monitoring System

ECCS — Emergency Core Cooling System
ENS — Emergency Notification System
EOC RPT — End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip
EOF — Emergency Operations Facility
EOP — Emergency Operating Procedure
EPG — Emergency Procedure Guidelines
EPP — Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure
EQEDC — Equipment Qualification Environmental Design Criteria
ERF — Radwaste Computer
ERF's — Emergency Response Facilities
ERO — Emergency Response Organization

GEMS — Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System
GETARS — General Electric Transient and Accident Recorder System

HPCS — High Pressure Core Spray System
HRA — Human Reliability Analysis

IPE — Individual Plant Evaluation

JAF — James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Station

LCO — Limiting Condition for Operation
LOCA — Loss of Coolant Accident
LPCI — Low Pressure Coolant Injection
LPRM — Local Power Range Monitor

MSIV — Main Steam Isolation Valve

NMPC — Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
NMP2 — Nine Mile Point Unit 2
NRC — Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Page 2 of 2

OSC — Operations Support Center

PAM — Post Accident Monitoring

RCIC — Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RCS — Recirculation System
RHR — Residual Heat Removal
RMCS — Reactor Manual Control System
RPS — Reactor Protection System
RPV — Reactor Pressure Vessel
RRCS — Redundant Reactivity Control System
RSCM — RHR Shutdown Cooling Mode
RSCS — Rod Sequence Control System
RSS — Remote Shutdown System
RWCU — Reactor Water Cleanup System
RWM — Rod Worth Minimizer

SAE — Site Area Emergency
SDV — Scram Discharge Volume
SED — Site Emergency Director
SER — Safety Evaluation Report
SLCS — Standby Liquid Control System
SPDS — Safety Parameter Display System
SRV — Safety Relief Valve
SSS — Station Shift Supervisor

TCV — Turbine Control Valve
TS — Technical Specifications
TSC — Technical Support Center
TSV — Turbine Stop Valve

UPS — Uninterruptable Power Supply
USAR — Updated Safety Analysis Report
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EXECUTIVES~IMARY

SCOPE

This Safety Assessment Report provides a safety review of the Site
Emergency Event of 8/13/91 at Nine Mile Point Unit 2 to evaluate
the response of plant equipment and human factor issues. This
Safety Assessment Report does not evaluate:

1) Root cause of the failure of Phase B Main Transformer
2MTX-XM1B;

2) Root cause of the failure of Normal Uninterruptable Power
Supplies;

3) Emergency Plan Response

These items are evaluated in separate reports.

The assessment described within this report was the result of a
detailed review of the following: plant safety systems response,
non-safety systems on the plant's response, and of operational
activities during the event.

OBZECTIVE

This safety assessment report provides description and assessment
of the physical plant and operator response during the Site Area
Emergency at Nine Mile Point Unit 2. The background of this event,
analysis of the conditions (prior to, during and after), and
conclusions drawn provides an accurate review of the event and
recommendations to ensure that a similar circumstance cannot occur.

ASSESSMENT ABSTRACT

EVENT

On August 13, 1991 at 0548 hours, Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP2)
experienced a failure of the phase B main transformer and a
subsequent failure of the normal uninterruptable power supplies
(2VBB-UPSlA-D, G); this incident resulted in a reactor scram and a
loss of non-safety related control room indication. These
conditions mandated entry into a site area emergency classification
as specified by Emergency Action Procedure S-EAP-2.
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ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the evaluation presented in subsequent portions of
this safety assessment report, the following conclusions can be
made:

(2)

The plant event did not adversely affect the safe
shutdown process as described in USAR Section 7.4.

The occurrence of any plant transient, as described in
Chapter 15 of the USAR, concurrent with this event, would
be bounded by the Cycle 2 reload analyses.

The occurrence of a DBA-LOCA, as described in Chapter 6
of the USAR, concurrent with this event, would be bounded
by the Cycle 2 reload analyses.

(4) During the event, the various water levels experienced in
the RPV:

(a) did not result in flooding of the Main Steam Liner
(b) did not result in initiation of any ECCS, and
(c) did not uncover the fuel.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

During the event:

(a) no ECCS systems were initiated
(b) all Class 1E safety related buses remained

continuously energized from both 115KV offsite
power feeder

(c) All three Divisional diesel generators did not and
were not required to start.

During this event, an actual fire, if it had occurred,
would have been detected and extinguished in a timely
manner, therefore, preserving the safe shutdown
capability of the plant.
The protective relaying schemes actuated and performed
their intended function as designed.

Operator response and the use of emergency operating
procedures resulted in the stabilization of all plant
parameters and were, therefore, effective and
appropriate.

At no during the event did drywell pressure rise
sufficiently to initiate Primary Containment Isolation.

In conclusion, based upon the analysis contained in this report and
the previously identified conclusions, at no time during this event
was public health and safety affected.
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ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the evaluation presented in subsequent portions of
this safety assessment report, the following conclusions can be
made:

The plant event did not adversely affect the safe
shutdown process as described in USAR Section 7.4.

(2) The occurrence of any plant transient, as described in
Chapter 15 of the USAR, concurrent with this event, would
be bounded by the Cycle 2 reload analyses.

The occurrence of a DBA-LOCA, as described in Chapter 6
of the USAR, concurrent with this event, would be bounded
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all Class 1E safety related buses remained
continuously energized from both 115KV offsite
power feeder
All three Divisional diesel generators did not and
were not required to start.
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(7)

During this event, an actual fire, if it had occurred,
would have been detected and extinguished in a timely
manner, therefore, preserving the safe shutdown
capability of the plant.
The protective relaying schemes actuated and performed
their intended function as designed.

Operator response and the use of emergency operating
procedures resulted in the stabilization of all plant
parameters and were, therefore, effective and
appropriate.

At no during the event did drywell pressure rise
sufficiently to initiate Primary Containment Isolation.

In conclusion, based upon the analysis contained in this report and
the previously identified conclusions, at no time during this event
was public health and safety affected.
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BACK R AI'G) 9 CRIPTI N F EVENT

On August 13, 1991 at 0548 hours, Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP2)
experienced a failure of the phase B main transformer and
subsequent failure of the normal UPS's; this incident resulted in
a reactor scram and a loss of control room annunciators. These
conditions mandated a declaration of a Site Area Emergency
classification as specified by Emergency Action Procedure S-EAP-2.

Prior to the event the NMP2 was in operational condition 1 (RUN) at
100 4 thermal power. Residual Heat Removal Low Pressure Coolant
Injection — Loops B and C were removed from service for maintenance
prior to the events however they were returned to service during
the event. Several Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO's) were
entered prior to the event for various process effluent monitors.
Aside from the LCO's and the RHR LPCI Loop B&C outage, plant

operations for all purposes was normal.

For the sequence of events for this incident refer to the SCRAM
summary 91-01, N2-RAP-6 (Attachment A).

UMMARYOF CAU
I

The initiating event was the failure of 2MTX-XM1B Phase B Main
Output Transformer. Subsequently the Normal UPSs 2VBB-UPS1A, 1B,
1C, 1D, and 1G failed.

ANALYSIS

Preamble

As a result of the August 13, 1991 electrical transient, subsequent
plant response, and Site Area Emergency at Nine Mile Point Unit 2
the station's response organizations responded and appropriately
took the plant to cold shutdown. Operability of the Nine Mile
Point Unit 1 and J. A. Fitzpatrick plants were not affected,
however, J. A. FitzPatrick declared and Alert. NRC Augmented
Inspection Teams and subsequently Incident Investigation Teams
arrived at the site to assess the potential generic safety
significance of the multiple electrical component failures and the
challenges this presented to operator understanding and response to
the imposed transient. This action was taken by the NRC
independent of the analysis and assessment performed by Niagara
Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC).
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This section of the report discusses the results of NMPC's
assessment of physical plant and human factors issues.
Additionally, this section discusses the potential impacts of the
electrical transient and subsequent plant responses on nuclear
safety.

EVALUATION OF PLANT EVENT AGAINST NMP2 LICENSING BASIS FOR PLANT
SAFE SHUTDOWN PROCESS

The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate that the failure
of the Phase B main output transformer and the tripping of the
normal UPSs (2VBB-UPS1A-D, G) did not adversely affect the safe
shutdown process described in the Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR). The evaluation process compares the USAR discussion of the
safe shutdown process with the evolution of the plant event. Each
safe shutdown system is individually discussed and the response to
the plant event is evaluated.

Introducti.on

USAR Section 7.4 indicates that instrumentation and controls of the
following systems can be used for safe shutdown:

(1) Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC),
(2) Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS),
(3) RHR Shutdown Cooling Mode (RSCM), and
(4) Remote Shutdown System (RSS).

The sources that supply power to the above safe shutdown systems
originate from onsite AC/DC safety-related buses which remained
available throughout event. Therefore, the tripping of the normal
UPSs (1A-D,1G) and the failure of the Phase B main output
transformer at no time adversely affected the safety-related safe
shutdown capability of NMP2. The design basis at Nine Mile Point
Unit 2 does not rely upon the operability of non-safety related
systems to accomplish a safe shutdown and therefore not evaluated.

Rczc

RCIC was operable at the initial portion of the event to support
core cooling and maintenance of sufficient reactor water inventory.
However, as the event progressed, RCIC was declared inoperable due
to the lack of full close indication in the Control Room for
2ICS*AOV156 (primary containment isolation valve). However, the
RCIC was no longer needed at the time it was declared inoperable
for RPV level/pressure control due to RPV pressure being within the
range of operation of RHR in the shutdown cooling mode. In
addition, High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS), LPCI-A Loop, LPCS, andall 7 ADS/SRVs were operable. Also, the lack of full closure
indication for 2ICS*AOV156 would not have prevented the operation
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of RCIC since RCIC ,inoperability resulted from intentionally
deactivating the redundant primary containment isolation valve,
2ICS*MOV126, in the closed position. Therefore, the inoperability
of RCIC did not adversely affect the safe shutdown of NMP2.

SLCS

The control rod position indication in the Control Room was
inoperable due to the tripping of the normal UPSs. As a result,
the operators could not determine that all control rods had been
fully inserted during the manually initiated SCRAM. Therefore, the
operators entered N2-EOP-C5 "Level/Power Control" due to the lack
of control rod indication. However, the APRM back panel meters in
the control room were operable and indicated downscale. In
addition, in accordance with EOPs, the ADS auto-initiation logic
was inhibited. This action is consistent with the NMP2 plant
specific ATWS analysis, as documented in General Electric Report
NEDE-22013, entitled "Design Analysis and SAR Inputs for ATWS

Performance and Standby Liquid Control System, Nine Mile Point Unit
2 Plant" as referenced in section 15.8.4 of the USAR. After re-
energization of normal UPS loads, it was determined that a
substantial majority of the control rods were inserted which was
consistent with the APRM back panel meters'ownscale indication.
Upon further action (resetting the SCRAM), operators determined
that all control rods were fully inserted and that an ATWS event
had not occurred. Therefore, if an actual ATWS event had occurred
during this plant transient, the failure of the main output
transformer and the normal UPSs would not have adversely affected
the ability of the plant in conjunction with operator action to
respond to an ATWS event as analyzed in the USAR. This conclusion
is supported by the following factors:

(2)

Both trains of Standby Liquid Control (SLCS), as
described in USAR section 7.4.1.2, were fully operable
prior to and during the event;
The redundant reactivity control system (RRCS), which
includes other ATWS mitigation features, was also
operable (reference USAR Section 7.6.1.8 for a discussion
of RRCS);
Operator actions, based upon an assumed ATWS event, was
consistent with both EOP directions and the NMP2 plant
specific ATWS analysis.

RSCM

Shortly after RCIC was started, operators placed 2RHS*P1A in the
suppression pool cooling mode of operation to remove heat buildup
in the suppression pool due to RCIC operation and SRV actuations.
This action is consistent with the USAR, Section 7.4.1.4, page 7.4-
6.





Operators continued reactor pressure vessel (RPV) cooldown
utilizing RCIC condensate system to continue cooldown and RPV level
control until eventually until RPV pressure was reduced
sufficiently to allow placing an RHR pump in the shutdown cooling
mode of operation. Cooldown continued utilizing 2RHS*P1A in the
shutdown cooling mode of operation in order to achieve a cold
shutdown condition. This is consistent with the USAR, Section
7.4.1A, page 7.4-6. A cold shutdown condition for the plant is one
of the pre-requisites to exiting the site emergency.

During reactor cooldown there existed a redundant safety grade
method of supporting reactor cooldown if the shutdown cooling mode
of operation of RHR became inoperable. The alternate shutdown
cooling path uses a sufficient number of ADS SRVs, powered open
from safety related buses, to establish a liquid flow path from the
RPV to the suppression pool. RHR pumps are then used to direct flow
back to the RPV via a LPCI line from the suppression pool through
the RHR heat-exchanger. This method of alternate shutdown cooling
is described in USAR Section 5.4.7.1.1, page 5.4-34. The SRV's as
discussed in USAR Section 1.12, are qualified to support SRV
operation at NMP2 in the alternate shutdown cooling mode.

In addition, EOPs also allow the use of the steam condensing mode
of RHR and the main steam line drain lines to provide alternate
shutdown cooling if necessary.

Therefore, based upon the previous discussion, it can be concluded
that the plant event did not adversely affect the shutdown cooling
mode of RHR and the alternate shutdown cooling method as described
in the USAR.

RSS

All instrumentation and controls for the remote shutdown system per
TS LCO 3.3.7.4 were fully operable. The equipment operated by
these controls as indicated on TS Table 3.3.7.4-2 was also fully
operable.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the previous evaluation, it can be concluded that the
plant event in no way adversely affected the safe shutdown process
as described in the USAR.





EVALUATION OF USAR TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS

The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate that if a Chapter
15 USAR transient or a USAR Chapter 6 Design basis accident — loss
of coolant accident (DBA-LOCA) were to occur during this plant
event, that the plant response would be bounded by the discussion
of these transients and accidents in the USAR.

The following is .a tabulation of transients analyzed in Chapter 15
of the USAR. The tabulation (USAR Table 15.0-5) identifies the
USAR analyzed transient in Chapter 15, the applicable USAR
subsection, and the non-safety grade system(s) and/or component(s)
that were assumed to operate during a given transient.
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NON-SAFETY GRADE SYSTEMS/COMPONENTS ASSUMED IN USAR
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

FSAR
Section Transient

Non-Safety Grade
S stem or Com onent

15. 1. 3

15.2.2

15.2.3

15.2 '
15.2.5

Pressure Regulator Failure,
Open
Load Rejection

Turbine Trip
Closure of all MSIVs
Loss of Condenser Vacuum

15.2.6

15.2.7

15.3.1

Loss of AC Power

Loss of All Feedwater Flow

Trip of One or Both Recircula-
tion Pumps

15.3.2 Recirculation Flow Control
Failure with Decreasing
Flow

15.4.1

15.4.2

Rod Withdrawal Error at
Low Power
Rod Withdrawal Error at Power

MODERATE FREQUENCY EVENTS

15.1.2 Feedwater Controller Failure
with Maximum Demand

Level 8 Turbine and
Feedwater Pump Trip,
turbine Bypass, Relief
Valves'elief Valves

Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Relief Valves
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Recirculation Runback
Relief Valves
Level 8 Turbine and
feedwater Pump Trip,
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Level 8 Turbine and
Feedwater Pump Trip,
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Rod Sequence Control
System (RSCS)
Rod Block Monitor

INFREQUENT EVENTS

15.2.2 Load Rejection w/o Bypass
15.2.3 Turbine Trip w/o Bypass

Relief Valves
Relief Valves

8
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FSAR
Section Transient

Non-Safety Grade
S stem or Com onent

LIMITING EVENTS

15.3.3 Recirculation Pump Seizure

15.3.4 Recirculation Pump Shaft
Break

Level 8 Turbine and
Feedwater Pump Trip,
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves
Level 8 Turbine and
Feedwater Pump Trip,
Turbine Bypass,
Relief Valves

<'>"Relief Valves" refers to non-safety grade instrumentation in the
relief mode of the SRVs

NOTE: Level 8 Trip itself provides a safety-grade initiation
signal and is then isolated from the nonsafety-related
controls circuitry to initiate turbine and feedwater pump
trip.





The two parameters of concern when analyzing transients in Chapter
15 are delta critical power ratio (CPR) (fuel integrity), and peak
RPV pressure (reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity).
Among the non-safety grade systems listed in the above tabulation,
the failure of the Level 8 (L8 — reactor high water level) Trip and
the failure of the turbine bypass are the events that would affect
delta CPR. Loss of the main transformer causes a Load Rejection
and the resulting scram trip of the plant. If the bypass fails,
the event is equal to the limiting transient in the current
analysis with a resulting delta CPR of 0.20. If a coincident or
subsequent control failure (e.g. Feedwater control) is assumed, it
has no effect on the fuel thermal margin since that is controlled
by the Load Rejection event. The Feedwater Controller Failure,
should it also occur, will only require a L8 trip (or manual
shutoff) to control the water level in the RPV. In all events
pressure is controlled by the turbine bypass (if available) or the
safety relief valves.

The limiting events as defined in USAR Table 15.0-1, which are the
Recirculation Pump Seizure and Recirculation Pump Shaft Break, are
not typically analyzed for reload cycles in accordance with GESTARII, since they are considered as accidents, and are bounded by the
DBA LOCA analyses.

The peak vessel pressures for the analysis of transients not taking
credit for non-safety grade systems and components are bounded by
the peak pressure limit of the over pressure protection analysis
described in USAR Section 5.2.

Based upon the previous evaluation, it can be concluded that the
failure of the 1B main output transformer and tripping of the
normal UPSs (1A-D, 1G), a transient like the analyzed Generator
Load Rejection will occur. Failure of the turbine bypass is
already analyzed (although it did work in the event experienced at
NMP2). If additional control failure is assumed (e.g. Feedwater
controller failure maximum demand), the transient would not result
in fuel integrity failure or in RPV pressure exceeding ASME Code
criteria. Therefore, the occurrence of any plant transient, as
depicted in USAR Chapter 15, concurrent with this plant event would
be bounded by the Cycle 2 Reload Analyses.

The above analysis is extremely conservative since a feedwater
controller failure to maximum demand cannot occur concurrent with
a UPS shutdown, since loss of UPS loads de-energizes feedwater
control logic and also causes the reactor level control valves
2FWS-LV10s to lock up. In addition, the UPS shutdown also results
in the minimum flow valves for feedwater, condensate booster, and
condensate pumps to fail open which trips the feedwater pumps on
low suction pressure.
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The USAR Chapter 6 DBA LOCA analysis is based upon the proper
functioning of safety related equipment. The Phase B main output
transformer and the normal UPSs (1A-D, 1G), which became inoperable
during the event, do not power any safety related equipment.
Therefore, a DBA LOCA concurrent with this plant event would be
bounded by the Cycle 2 Reload Analyses USAR analyses or depicted in
Chapter 6.

EVALUATION OF IMPACT OF EVENT ON FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM

This event is not associated with any fire or loss of off-site
power. Therefore, it did not create any 10CFR50 Appendix-R
concern. Although the control room lost fire annunciation, the
fire protection. system remained operable from the control room and
from the local fire panels throughout this event. In addition, a
fire patrol was initiated, during this event, when control room
fire detection annunciation was lost. The fire patrol was
instituted to monitor the status of local fire protection and
detection panels whose annunciation was operable throughout the
event. A timely response by plant personnel to an actual fire
would have occurred as a result of the surveillance by fire patrols
of local fire panels. Therefore, based upon the previous
evaluation, it can be concluded that an actual fire, concurrent
with this plant event, would have been detected and extinguished in
a timely manner.

EVALUATION OF IMPACT OF THE REACTOR WATER CHEMISTRY EXCURSION

LATER (Pat O'rien)
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ASSESSMENT OF E UIPMENT ISSUES

Evaluation of Failure of MSIV 6D to Indicate Fully Closed

Upon reaching cold shutdown and closing the Main Steam Isolation
Valves (MSIV's), MSIV6D (2MSS*AOV6D) was found to be indicating in
mid position. An evaluation of this condition determined that the
MSIV's were unaffected by the event because the power feeding the
control circuitry for these valves is supplied from 2VBB-UPS3A and
3B which were unaffected by the event. The fact that MSIV6D was
found indicating at mid position, although of concern from an
equipment standpoint, poses no safety concern because the redundant
valve, MSIV7D, (2MSS~AOV7D) isolated and indicated properly thereby
assuring primary containment integrity in accordance with the plant
licensing and design bases. The cause of the failure of MSIV6D to
indicate full closure willbe investigated, corrected, and the MSIV
will be operable prior to restart of the unit.

Evaluation of Reactor Vessel Water Level Excursions

The discussions contained in the reports "Assessment of Operator
Response and Training Effectiveness" (Reference 1) and "Scram
Summary 91-01" (Attachment A) describe the level variations
experienced during the event. In summary as stated in the SCRAM

Summary 91-01 N2-RAP-6, the lowest level attained, approximately
124", is above the level 2 setpoint of 108.8" and the highest level
attained, by calculation, was 243" which is approximately 9" below
the main steam lines. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
various water levels experienced in the RPV during the event:

(1) did not result in flooding of the main steam lines,
(2) did not result in initiation of any ECCS, and
(3) did not uncover the fuel.

In conclusion, the level variations were within design boundaries
and were acceptable.

Evaluation of Loss of DIV II H~/0~ Concentration Recorder

Subsequent to the event, the Division II H2/02 monitor sample pump
was found tripped causing the Division II H,/0, Concentration
recorder to indicate a high H, concentration. This equipment is
safety related and receives its power supply from the safety
related electrical distribution (1E) buses. This cause of this
failure expected to be unrelated to the event and is being
evaluated. The 1E buses were continuously energized from both
115KV offsite power supplies throughout the event.
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The loss of the sample pump created a situation of concern
regarding the conflicting H2/02 concentration indications. Further
evaluation of this condition shows clearly that the pump status was
indicated on panel P875 in the control room and readily indicated
that the Division II sample pump was not running thereby
invalidating indications produced in that division. Actual H,/0,indication was available, throughout the event and subsequent
cooldown period, on the redundant (Division I) safety-related
instrumentations/indication in the control room on panel P601.
Additionally, indication was restored to Division II once the
sample pump was reset.

Only one safety related recorder for H2/02 monitoring is provided,
by plant design, monitoring which records only Division II H2/02levels. Since Division II H,/0, monitoring capability was
inoperable, the historical data of H2/Oz concentration, recorded
during the event, was invalid. However, the loss of the recording
function of this instrument channel poses no safety concern
because:

(2)

The ability to status and manually record H2/02
concentration existed with the functioning instrument
channel;
Means were readily available to operators in the control
room to determine which divisional H,/0~ indication was
inoperable (by observation of the pump running indication
light on panels P873 and P875 in the control room).

Evaluation of Loss of Dr@well Cooling

During the event the drywell cooling fans tripped when the normal
UPS's were lost. Non-safety related UPS's supplied power to an
auxiliary relay circuit for the fans. As described in the USAR
(Section 9.4.2.5.1), interlocks prevent the fans from starting, ortrip the units automatically when any of the associated reactor
building closed loop cooling water (CCP) containment isolation
valves are closed. The logic circuits interlocking the CCP valve
positions with the drywell cooling fan's interlocks are also
powered off of non-safety related UPS power. Upon loss of UPS
power the fans will automatically receive a trip signal placing
them in their fail safe mode. However, loss of the drywell cooling
system does not inhibit adequate mixing in the event of a LOCA;
adequate atmospheric mixing is accomplished through the utilization
of the primary containment spray system, recombiner system, and
natural processes (reference USAR Section 6.2.5.2.1).

13
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The SCRAM summary 91-01, N2-RAP-6 states that during the event
drywell temperature reached a high of 165oF and low of 120oF. This
compares to a normal operating range of 70oF minimum and 150oF
maximum for the drywell as indicated in the USAR Table 9.4-1, page
2. This temperature maximum (150oF) provides an environment which
ensures the optimum performance of equipment within the drywell.

The effect of the increased temperature on safety related equipment
. was evaluated against the Equipment Qualification Environmental
Design Criteria (EQEDC). Specifically, the EQEDC was used to
identify the environmental conditions for equipment ordered for
Nine Mile Point Unit Two. Abnormal events were considered within
the EQEDC including a loss of drywell cooling. Drywell cooling
failure was assumed to occur 166 times during the 40 year plant
life either as a result of power loss or loss of cooling water.
The theoretical temperature peak for these events was over 170oF
for at least 3 hours. Abnormal events including loss of drywell
cooling were considered in the determination of equipment's
qualified life. Accordingly, a two hour transient with a 165 F
temperature peak has been provided for in the original
design/qualified life of equipment installed within the drywell.

The drywell temperature at no time approached the structure design
temperature of 293oF -(Ref. USAR Table 6.2.3) and thus loss of
drywell cooling during the event had no safety impact on the
primary containment structure or on the safety related equipment
contained within.

Evaluation of Momentary Loss of Normal Reactor Building Lighting

Normal lighting for reactor building general areas, work areas, and
electrical equipment areas is provided with low wattage high
pressure sodium vapor lights. When a power supply to a
continuously energized sodium vapor light is interrupted, it has a
cooldown period before a restrike of the lighting can occur. The
cooldown period depends upon the rating of the light bulbs.

The normal lighting in the reactor building is powered from the
plant normal power distribution system using the normal station
transformer. The normal station transformer receives it's power
from the output of the main generator at NMP2. The design is such,
that upon a loss of power from the main generator, a fast transfer,
as described in USAR Section 8.3.1.1.2, will occur to the offsite
power sources via the two reserve station service transformers.

14
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During the event, the plant normal distribution system experienced
a transient due to the fault on the Phase B main transformer.
During the event, the reactor building normal lighting was
interrupted for approximately 30 seconds. This momentary loss of
lighting is due to the inherent design of low voltage high pressure
sodium vapor lighting which requires a cooldown period prior to a
restrike whenever power in interrupted. A successful fast transfer
occurred, as confirmed by the Scriba Oscillograph'hereby, the
power supply for the normal reactor building light was transferred
from the normal station transformer (2STX-XNS1) to the two reserve
station transformers (2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1B).

Therefore, based upon the previous discussion, it can be concluded
that the momentary loss of normal lighting in the reactor building
and its subsequent restoration (as it occurred during the event)
was consistent with the description as presented in USAR Sections
8.3.1.1.2 and 9.5.3.1.

Evaluation of Loss of Plant Communications

Portions of the plant communications systems powered by the plant
normal uninterruptable power supply (UPS) system were lost during
the event. The dial telephone system, public address system, and
leaky wire radio communications all powered by the normal UPS
(reference USAR Section 9.5.2.1) were lost during the event. The
external phones on the New York Telephone System were operable.
The maintenance and calibration communication system and sound
powered communication systems were available during the event as
well as portable radios without leaky wire assistance.

The loss of site communications required the control room operators
to request the NMP1 Control Room to make the emergency
announcements for NMP2. Offsite phones directly connected with the
New York Telephone system were functional and no impact for offsite
notifications occurred. The loss of communications systems delayed
reports and directions to and from the control room. While
restoration of power may have taken place more quickly with normal
communications systems in service, operators noted that they still
were able to carry out required actions. The portable radio
communications system did not appear to be effective without the
leaky wire antenna system.

As indicated in the USAR (Reference Section 9.5.2.4) and recognized
in the NRC s SER (Section 9.5.2.1) during a design basis seismic
event the communications systems would not be available and
portable radios would be used to communicate throughout the plant.
Testing of the portable radio system to verify its effectiveness
was required as part of the NRC's SER.
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The loss of communications systems has been evaluated as part of
the plant design and function properly based on the loss of the
normal UPS system. However, the portable radio system did not
appear to be effective without the UPS powered leaky wire antenna.

The failures of the normal UPS system did impact the effectiveness
of the control room operators to function as the Pocal point for
emergency notifications within the plant, direct recovery actions
and receive damage reports in response to the plant event.
Additionally, Unit 1 operators were required to make emergency
announcements utilizing the Unit 1 gaitronics system thus
increasing their level of involvement in the Unit 2 event. While
the operators were able to utilize other means of communications
during the event it is recommended that the communications systems
power sources, including UPS reliability, be evaluated. The FSAR
commitments and compliance to the NRC's SER should be further
evaluated relative to the ability of the portable radio system to
perform its function as defined in the USAR.

Evaluation of Electrical Distribution System Performance (ReferenCe 2)

The protective relaying schemes actuated and performed their
intended function as designed; the transformer and unit
differential relays actuated to isolate the fault; the unit
protection schemes tripped the turbine; 13.8KV normal switchgear
buses made a fast transfer to the reserve station service
transformers. The emergency switchgear buses remained energized
continuously throughout the event from both 115KV offsite power
supplies, however, the flags appeared on the degraded voltage
relays. The offsite power breakers did not trip nor did the
emergency diesel generators start since the transient undervoltage
condition cleared before the time delay setting was satisfied.
Safety related electrical distribution systems are physically
separated and electrically isolated from the normal (non-safety)
systems downstream of the reserve Station Service transformers.
Therefore, any fault on the non-safety related systems cannot
adversely affect the safety related electrical distribution system.

Power supply from plant normal uninterruptable power supplies,
2VBB-UPS1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, and 1G tripped during this event. This
caused the feedwater, condensate booster and condensate pump
minimum flow valves to fully open (as designed) which resulted in
the feedwater pumps tripping on low suction pressure. No safety
concern existed since RCIC and HPCS were available to provide water
to the reactor.
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Illumination to certain areas of the plant were partially lost due
to loss of normal UPS power; specifically, Essential and Egress
lighting was lost. However, the majority of the areas operators
had to access, during the event, were adequately illuminated from
plant Normal, Emergency, and 8 hour battery pack lighting. Only
illumination in the stairwells was not available. Lack of
illumination imposed only a personnel safety concern since
operators had hand held lights during the event for these areas;
this is allowed per the NMP2 Update Safety Analysis Report (USAR)
section 9.5.3.3. Lighting needs during this event were adequate
and did not adversely impact operator response. The Normal,
Emergency, Essential, Egress, and 8 hour'attery pack lighting
provisions for the plant are described in Section 9.5.3 of the
USAR.

Group 9 isolation valves closed during this event. This isolation
is the safe mode of operation limiting potential releases of
contaminants from the primary containment. The isolation
apparently (**check this**) was initiated by monitor 2GTS-RE105
when UPS power to the DRMS computer was lost.
The Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS), as described in USAR
Sections 7.7.1, is an instrumentation and control system whose
function is not essential for the safety of the plant. The RMCS as
described in USAR Section 7.7.1.1.1, was lost during this event
because its power source, the normal nonsafety related UPS, was
lost. The RMCS provides the operator with means to manipulate
control rods so that reactor power level and core power
distribution can be controlled. This system is a power generation
system and is not classified as safety related. The RMCS does not
include any of the circuitry or devices used to automatically or
manually scram the reactor. The RMCS control and position
indication circuitry is not required for any plant safety function
nor is it required to operate during any associated DBA or
transient occurrence. The reactor manual control circuitry is
required to operate only during normal power generation operations.
The inoperability of the RMCS during this event is consistent with
the discussion in USAR Sections 7.7.1 and 7.7.1.1.1 and is
therefore, acceptable.

The main plant annunciators and computer systems were lost with the
loss of the normal UPSs. The annunciators and 'computer systems are
important to aid the control room operators during all periods of
operation and during both normal and emergency shutdowns. However,
these systems are designated as non-safety related. They are not
required to perform any safety function to shutdown the plant.
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ASSESSMENT OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES

OPERATOR RESPONSE

An assessment regarding the ability of operators to perform
required actions during the UPS power loss was completed. This was
conducted by review of operator written statements, shift
debriefing and operator interviews. The loss of'ighting was
determined not to impact operator actions. The only prolonged loss
was that of essential lighting which impacted stairway lighting.
(Reactor Building lighting went out initially but came back on
within 30 seconds.) However, operators carried flashlights,
therefore, the operators felt that the loss of stairwell lighting
did not impact plant operations.

Communications systems were also lost while the UPS power supply
was deenergized; specifically, the GAItronics and radio systems
were impacted. Loss of these systems caused reports and directions
to and from the Control Room to be delayed. Operators stated that
had communications been available restoration of power may have
taken place more quickly but also noted that they still were able
to carry out required actions.

Instrumentation availability was reviewed to determine if EOP use
was impacted. Interviews with operators and panel walkdowns have
verified that all parameters required to be monitored in order to
implement the EOPs were available. This includes EOP entry
condition parameters as well as those required to make various
decisions throughout the procedures.

A review of applicable technical specification (TS) requirements
has been made for the time period this event was in progress. It
has revealed that all T.S. limiting conditions for operation (LCO)

q
'

~ TS 4.6.4.b.1 This TS surveillance requirement specifies
cycling the drywell — suppression chamber vacuum breakers
through one complete cycle of full travel within two hours
following a safety relief valve (SRV) actuation. However, it
was not determined that SRVs had actuated until approximately
four hours following event initiation. At that point the
required surveillance was successfully completed in the
following two hours. Therefore, delaying this surveillance
had little or no safety impact.
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TS 3.3.1 action b. This TS action requirement specifies
placing at least one RPS trip system in a tripped condition
within one hour. Using N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 operators had
defeated all RPS interlocks (except for manual) as directed by
the EOPs for a period of approximately one and one half hours.
This was required in order to permit resetting the scram
signal to allow the scram discharge volume (SDV) to drain down
and subsequently perform additional scrams to effect control
rod insertion. This action is directed by NMP2 EOPs
consistent with the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) emergency
procedure guidelines (EPG) Revision 4 and is recognized in the
Safety Evaluation (SER) for NMP2 EOPs (SER 90-145 Revision 4,
Attachment 4, Event 15.8). Additionally EPG Appendix B
specifically states the following "... This is not to imply
that operation beyond the Technical Specifications is
recommended in any emergency. Rather, such operation is
required and is now permitted under certain degraded
conditions in order to safely mitigate the consequences of
those degraded conditions...."

Since defeating RPS interlocks was believed to have been required
(the operators were unable to determine multiple control rod
positions) in order to insert control rods, and the basis for the
procedures and safety evaluation recognize the potential for this
condition the action taken by the operators and direction by the
procedures was appropriate and conservative.

A review of the NMP2 EOP (Rev. 4) Safety Evaluation (90-145) for
analysis of USAR events 15.2.3 (Turbine Trip) and 15.8 (ATWS) has
been completed. The only difference between actual operator
performance and that described in the safety evaluation was that
operators entered the EOPs based upon low RPV water level vs high
RPV pressure assumed in the safety evaluation. However, this had
no impact on procedure use or plant conditions.

DESCRIPTION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE
AUGUST 13 TRANSFORMER OIL SPILL

On Aug. 13, 1991, the Supervisor of Environmental Protection, was
notified of the oil spill on transformer 2MTX-XM1B. The New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) was notified
at 12:05 p.m. A courtesy notification was made to the National
Response Center at 12:52 p.m. on 8/13/91.

The storm sewers, oil separator and visual observation of the lake
shoreline (where the storm sewer enters the lake) revealed no oil
had leaked to these areas. A small amount of oil had sprayed
outside of the transformer containment pit. The stones and small
portion of dirt have been removed and are waiting to be properly
disposed of in accordance with the DEC. The oil that remains
within the transformer containment pit will be evaluated for
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removal. Therefore, it can be concluded that no offsite
environmental impact occurred as a result of the transformer oil
spill.

REC MMENDATI N

In prior sections of this report, the plant response to this event
was evaluated with regard to the safety significance of the event
sequence. The conclusions reached have confirmed that no safety
issues exist, however, issues remain regarding improving
operability of the plant under transient conditions.

Reliability of the normal plant UPS system is of necessary to
minimize the plant anomalies experienced upon a loss of one or more
UPS's. The normal UPS's are intended to operate with either a
normal AC supply, station battery supply or maintenance AC supply.
These different power supplies provide three independent sources of
power which would provide the level of reliability necessary for
this very important power system. Upon completion of the UPS root
cause evaluation and upon implementation of action, the necessary
level of reliability will be restored to the uninterruptable power
supply system.

Based on the evaluation performed as part of this safety assessment
the following recommendations are provided:

In-Plant Oscillo ra h

An evaluation of the in-plant oscillograph installation is
required in order to improve the availability of data
following electrical distribution system transients.
Availability of an in-plant oscillograph will improve the
ability to evaluate the origin of faults and the plant's
response to such faults.

2. Stairwell Li htin
During this event, the loss of stairwell and egress lighting
was evaluated not to be a safety concern, however, the concern
for personnel safety still exists. A modification for Unit 2

currently exists which will address the power supply system
for the stairwell lighting which will correct this problem.
Consideration to elevating the priority of this modification
should be given.
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3. Dr ell Coolin Fan Circuit
The current drywell cooling fan operation relies upon an
auxiliary relay circuit which is currently powered from the
normal UPS power supply. This circuit should be modified to
receive its power from the same power supply which powers the
control circuit for the drywell unit cooler fans.

4. Communications — Gaitronics Tele hones Portable Radio S stem

During the course of this event, the gaitronics system was
inoperable in the control room. In addition, portions of the
in-plant dial telephone system and the portable radio leaky
wire system was also impacted during this event by the loss of
the normal UPS power supply system. An evaluation of the
power supply system for these communications systems which
evaluates the possibility to improve operation and increase
reliability.

5. Annunciator Power Su l S stem

The annunciator system lost power from the normal UPS power
supply system during this event. An evaluation of the power
supply to the annunciator should be performed to determine the
feasibility of providing added reliability and/or diversity to
its power supply system.

6. BOP Instrument Power Su lies
Power supplies were lost to the balance of plant
instrumentation cabinets causing a loss of non-safety related
instrumentation. An evaluation of the feasibility of
improving the power supply system to add reliability through
redundancy or diversity in the supplies should be considered
and evaluated for implementation.

7 ~ Coolin Tower B ass Gate Failure Mode

During the course of the event, the cooling tower bypass
valves opened and bypassed the tower, causing a loss of the
cooling capability provided by the cooling tower. An
evaluation of the cooling water system should be performed to
determine whether this failure mode is the most appropriate
under all transient and normal conditions for the system
design.
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Minimum Flow Valve Failure Mode

Because of the loss of the UPS power supply to the
instrumentation cabinets, the minimum flow control valves for
the feedwater pumps, condensate booster pumps, and condensate
pumps defaulted to their fail open position. This causes a
major portion of the water from the condensate and feedwater
systems to recirculate to the condenser. An evaluation of
this failure mode should be performed to assure that this
failure mode is the most appropriate failure under all
operating transients.

Alternate Methods for Rod Position Indication

During the course of this event, rod position indication in
the control room was lost due to the loss of the normal UPS
power supplies. An assessment should be undertaken to
determine alternate methods for rod position indication under
transients of this type and/or an evaluation of the existing
power supply system to the rod position indication system
should be undertaken.
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ATTACKNENTS/REFERENCES:

Attachment A — Scram Summary — prepared by E. Tomlinson, NMP2
Reactor Physics

Reference 1- Assessment of Operator Response and Training
Effectiveness — prepared by J. Helker, NMP2 Operations

Reference 2 — NMP2 Electrical Distribution System — prepared
by A. Julka, NMP2 Design Engineering
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2MXXMI B FAILURE

A full evaluation of the 2MTXXM1B failure is underway. The areas that are being
evaluated are as follows:

A. Environmental Impact

B. Transformer Testing

C. 345KV Switchyard Vfork

D. Trending Data

E. Root Cause Analysis

F. Material Submitted to the NRC

Attached is a preliminary evaluation of each of the above categories.





ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACl'n

Aug. 13, 1991, the Director of Environmental Protection, Hugh Flanagan, was notified
of the oil spill on transformer 2MTX-XM1B. The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation was notified at 12:05 p.m. which was within the required two hour notification
limit. A courtesy notification was made to the National Response Center at 12i52 p.m. on
8/13/91.

The storm sewers, oil separator and visual observation of the lake revealed no oil had
leaked to these areas. A small amount of oil had sprayed outside of the transformer containment
pit. The stones and small portion of dirt have been removed and are waiting to be properly
disposed of in cooperation with the DEC. The oil that remains within the transformer
containment pit willbe evaluated for removal on Aug. 19, 1991.

Ten-twenty gallons of oil was spilled Sunday, August 18, 1991 in the afternoon. Hugh
Flanagan was notified by Tim Kuztz at Si2S p.m.. At 6:00 p.m., Hugh Flanagan reported the
spill to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. The spill has been
cleaned up and is waiting to be properly disposed of in cooperation with the DEC.
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ZKQlSFORMER 'IEPT1NG RHWLTS

The 2MTK-XMIBtransfotmer has been tested. The prelimittary evaluation of the testing
indicates there was a signiGcant low voltage winding failure. The transformer appears to be a
total loss. The lack of copper splatter on the top of the windings leads the transformer
consultants (G.E., Stone 8c Webster and McGraw Edison) to believe there wasn't any apparent
high voltage winding failure. The failure has caused distortion of the tank, windings and bus
structure within the transformer. Based on the relay scheme, the fa t ori 'ed on the high side
of the transformer. See the Electrical Distribution Report for further darification.

Phase A, C, and D have been tested and do not indicate any degradation within the
transformer. The Meter & Test Department has compared the testing result from 1985 to the
present and has concluded that the equipment is in satisfactory condition. The test results are
attached.

The oil analysis comparisons, over the last year and after the failure, support the
preliminary evaluation. The increase of Mehtane, Ethylene, Ethane and Acetylene are indicative
of a large amount of arcing inside the transformer. After review of the past oil analysis, the
transformer consultants concur there wasn't any warning signals of the failure.

The absence of a precursor is not unusual for the type of failure indicated by the physical
damage. At this time, we are not able to suggest a root cause for the transformer failure,
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SKV SW11YZPEARD WORK

The 345KV switchyard work schedule is progressing very welL Attached is a chart of our
recovery plan. The work chart should be self explanatozy. We are testing AU. of the main
transformers and the house service transformer to new installation standards. The transformer
2MTX-XMlBis projected to be removed from the 345KV switchyard by 8/22/91.
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'HANDING DATA

The initial trending is still underway. The areas being trended are the:

l. Electzical Department Daily Yard Readings.

2. Operator Daily Rounds.

3. Quarterly Oil Analysis.

4. The work that has been performed over the history of the
transformer.

The initial evaluation of these areas is not leading us to a precursor for the
transformer failure.

Attached is a progress report for each of the above.





The Electrical daily yard readings have been trended from 8/4/91 through 8/13/91.

The Phase B winding temperature over the 10 day review is less than or equal to 80'C
which is below the 105'C Control Room Alarm initiation and procedure acceptance criteria. The
Phase B oil temperature is less than or equal to 60'C, which is below the 75'C acceptance criteria.
The Control Room Alarm initiates at 90'C. The evaluation revealed no apparent sudden
temperature rises in the windings or oil up to point the transfozmer failed. The oil level indicator
over the 10 day review was normaL The indicator did not read high or low. The gas volume
indicator was not in the red zone. The pressure relief devices had not been initiated until after
the transformer failure. The bushing oil level was satisfactory. The Fan Banks, 1 and 2, were
in operation; this is not unusual given the time of year. AT 75', the second set of fans is started
and the second pump is started for additional heat removal capability. Allof the individual fans
were in operation on Phase B. Allof the 'oil pumps on Phase B were in operation.

At the time we encountered a fault on Phase B, the trip relaying automatically sheds the

pumps and fans. This explains why the Operators and Damage Repair Teams did not see the fans

or pumps in operation. The Phase B lightning counter was reading 0. The inspection of the

Phase B cabinet for cleanliness and operation of the heater were satisfactory.

The same parameters have been reviewed on Phases A & C as the parameters reviewed
on Phase B. The data does not demonstrate a differential in the reading between the three (3)
transformers. The only abnormal reading is on Phase A. Phase A was struck by lightning on the
week of 8/31/86. The initial evaluation of the lightning strick does not tie together with the

Phase B failure.

The operator daily rounds have been evaluated from August 6 through August 13, 1991

for any lead to the transformer failure. The components monitored by the operators are bushing
oil level, transfozmer high pressure relief valves and transformer oil levels. There is nothing
within the operator daily rounds that leads to the transformer failure.





WINnINC: i1:.WPI:.RATI>RI:. 2M rX XM1 A-O-C

DAY DATE PIIASE A I'IIASE 0 PHASE C

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.

8/4
8/5
8/6
8/7
8/8
8/9
8/10
8/11
8/12
8/13

85'C
88'C
88'C
84'C
84'C
80'C
90'C
90'C
88'C
71'C Fault on 8>

75'C
77'C
77'C
74'C
75'C
71'C
80'C
80'C
79'C

180'/58'<Returned
to the value
after the Fault

85'C
84'C
84'C
84'C
85'C
80'C
85'C
88'C
88'C
65'C





Oll. 1TMPFBATUAE ON 2M1X XM 1 A-8-C

DAY DATE PllASE A PllASE 8 PHASE C

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.

8/4
8/5
8/6
8/7
8/8
8/9
8/10
8/11
8/12
8/13

69'C
65'C
65'C
62'C
62'C
59'C
64'C
68'C
66'C
62'C

55'C
58'C
59'C
55'C
55'C
52'C
59'C
60'C
59'C
87'Max/ 58't point

when yard readings taken

65'C
61'C
61'C
61'C
60'C
57'C
62'C
62'C
64'C
65'C





A review of the oil analysis from June 1 to August 14, 1991 has been done for 2MTXXM1
A, B, and C transformers.

The review does not lead to a precursor on the 2MTXXM1B transformer. The review was
conducted by Charlie Raymond, a consultant from General Electric. The Ethylene, Ethane,
Methane, and Acetylene were found to be at normal levels. Harold Light from the Niagara
Mohawk Standards Engineering Group concurs with the General Electric findings.

2MTX XM1C Ethane (Cps) concentrations were found to be high. The Meter & Test
Department and Chem Lab was consulted and'ound the Ethane (QHs) concentration to be of no
concern compared to the other gaseous concentrations within the transformer.

The absence of a oil fire is theorized to be from the lack of oxygen levels and the
temperature of the oil did not reach the ignition point for a long enough period of time.
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2hA7( X1M1 8 AND C

Ethylene ~C~H (190ppm required Ethane C~He <115 ppm required

B

5-1-90 10

7-30-90 11 7-30-90 8 7-30-90 17

5-1-90 40

7-30-90 49 7-30-90 19 7-30-90 145

12-3-90 15

2-21-91

5-29-91 0

12-3-90 17

2-21-91 0

5-29-91 31

12-3-90 23

. 2-21-91 53

5-29-91 33

12-3-90 48

2-21-92 53

5-29-91 52

12-3-90 31

2-21-91 23

5-29-91 49

12-3-90 128

2-21-91 189

5-29-91 177

6-20-91 0

6-21-91 0

6-21-91 0

8-14-91 0 8-13-91 12287

6-18-91 31

8-14-91 0

6-20-91 63

6-21-91 63

6-21-91 53

8-14-91 68 8-13-91 3120

6-18-91 161

8-14-91 204



$4



The Work Tracking System was reviewed for reoccumng problems over the history
of the transformer. The review has not lead to any information as to the failure of the
B Phase Transformer. The minor maintenance items that reoccurred are:

1. The cooling fins have been blocked by debris and required cleaning,

2. Small oil leak, which were repaired.

3. Loosening of bolts from vibration, which have been retightened.

A computer printout of the WRs is within Attachment l.

The Engineering Department reviewed the vendor manuals to reassure the

procedures are following the vendor's recommendation. Attachment 2 contains the

documents reviewed with the results from Engineering.
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Dssp)aa) of WorL Ilim list ~ >

SFCK Strateg~) ca)cspll»2)sfx 4)))». hills a)us)sit)s) w
Sur t F s e li) a CI)SSPI)hfl

HI T
Work Nn
Status
Work Item Descrspliiin

I
W1 6232 I
0
TBht)SI'l)f)tsl:H .)1)'a .Xt1) li I / Is ) Ii 4 h»SI))i~ CAS Cl sil Ith) IAt) f)V) H. Pfcl SSUR IZATION AND OIL LEAKAGE. PERFORt1
lt)SI'L'C110ts )0 lif.Ll H)1)sil 4 hai! I lls f 7 ls UPE Aliis HI I'A')H

HI T
Work No
Status.
Work Item De~crsptsoai

W162321
0
Tt\ANSI f)S))1)'I) 2)1)X XI1) I) I'hlt I I) CAUSilt)C CAS 4:I t)L BAT)l)N OVI!A PRESSURIZA'TION AND OIL LEAKAGE. PERFORts
INDI'EL:IIL)N )0 liEII:Ht)l)i). LALFSI I)) FAll S)H). htA) HEPAIH

HIT
Completann date
l)oc k No
Status
Woc k 1tem Descr apt son

Corrective Action

Cause oF Fas lure

3
860804
W101277
C
2)ITX-Xtl)U~ 345 )F)1R IB. COOI I'A UAt)K I ~ UI)I)AIL FAtl ON CIH)LtA I FAN DANK HAS AN OCCASlONAL VIBRATION WHEN
AUNNINC
NO CORRECTIVE ACf ION Nl!I:A)iD. ELFCTH ICAL.LY HAt4 COO)LA DANK NO I ~ NO APPARENT PROBLEN FOUND ON SOTTO)I FAN
NO I
t)0 FAII S)f)C I'S)UND AT f)IIS 1 I)1)

HLT
Completion date
Woc k No
Status,
Work Item Desc rapt)on
Corrective Actaon
Cause of fas lure

870620
WI20967
C
IAANSFOB)SEA All AT BASE S)F L)NI I

NO Oll I.f:AK DFTECTF0 li CD CAC ht)D HAC. TO ACtsOVE 1))ACE Oll. AND WATER FRO)1 AROUND BASE OF TRANSFORFSER
t)O FAII.L)RE

HIT
Completion date.
Wor k No.,
Status
Wock Item Desccsptson

Corrective Action
Cause of failure,.
Hl 1

Completaon date
Work No
8'talus
Work item Descc iptaon

Correctave Actaon
Cause of fas lure

5
870819
W)20663
C
AFHOVE *L.L. RUST AND I DOSE PAINf FAO)1 THF SUAf ACF. Ol'HE 345 KV TRANSFOR)1ERS AND PAINT THOSE AREAS W1TH THE
APPHOP)t!ATE PAINf AND CO).l)R
CI.EANED RUST SPOTS AND PAINTED OOT)I PHI)1L'B AND OVERLAY
l4EATHFRING OF TRANSFOBtSLRS

6,
880)21
W)28796
C
HOT SPOT PUSH TO TESl BUTTONS. L.ENS COvEIL'. ARF. BHOKtN t4EED TO BE REPLACED ICATALOG NO 800T-N42) NEED 3
AtlBER CAPS I93-20-384) AND 3 ACI) CAPS
REPLACED A).L LENSi
PRESSING 'IO HARD L)N PUS)I LIL)ITOt)S

HTT





Drsp lag of W r ~ I I lee< 1<.rl <

SEEK Srr.rtegi) Cf)trf'll~ ".')11 ' Il)H~ rill~ Wl)i<I<)I<) rl
Sor t f < elds

Crtt)PDAIL'ompletron

date
Wort No
Status
Wort Item Desc rrptrun
Correctrve heir«n
Cause of far lure

l<UOP:.'0
W I 20758
C
Fntl DnttK tlo I I.; Mnr<lt)G ntl ltl)IBMlrll'N1rlrnlll'. Itic NOISE IMAY BE THE LOwEST FAN UNIT OR MOUNTING BOLTS To
FAN UNIT)
MUUNfINC Dl<l IS Wl'BE Rl: I loll)l l4l. 0 htB< wnS)<l H Hl I'I.ACCD SWI TCHFD BACK To BANK NUMBER I SEEMS TO BE OK.
FOUND 4 I l)l)SE tlUUNI Itlo ll<)l ill l)N f'htl Cl)VI:H AI.SI) WAS)ll:H WAS tllSSINC.

Hl T
Completron date
Wor t No
Status.
Wort Item Descript)on
Correctrve Act)on

8
880406
W 128816
C
No I PUr)P AND FAN DANK HAS VIBRATION AND tlolSE. IHUUDLE )loof AND REPAIR
WORK To DE DONE ON WB» )692

III T

Comp let)or< date
Wort No
Status.
Wort Item Descrrptron

Correctrve Act)an

9
800507
W135944
C
MAIN TBANSfOBMER D. Dolt) Sl TS OF I ANS ANI) BOIH Oll. I'UMPS CONTINUE TO RUN 141 TH CONTROL SWITCHES IN AUTO AND
MINDING TE)IP LESS THAN 70 DEGI)i<SO
Bf.'Pn1 o COMPONENT

HI I
Completron date
Work No
Status,
Worl Item Descrrplron

Corr'ectrve Action

10
880509
W135944
C
MAIN TRANSFORMER D. D(ITH SF IS ol PANS AND Bl)IH OIL PUMPS CONTINUE To RUN WITH CONTROL SWITCHES 1N AUTO AND
WltlDINC TEMP LESS TIIA)4 70 DECBf L'S
FOUND I.OW SIPT SW CI.USED SWAPPt:.0 DAD SW Wl IH CODD UNl)SED SW IN TIS

HI T

Completron date
Work NorStatus..
Wor t Item Descrrptrun

Corrective Act)on.
Cause of failure

11
880607
W138625
C
COOl.lNC AIR FLOW IS DLUCKFO BY OEDB IS OU) I Dr)P ON Cool EB No 2 OF A AND B XFMERS AND COOLER NO I OF C
TRANSFORMFR. THIS DEDBIS Cor)I.EHS NEAR).Y fHL'tlflHE CUOI.LR DANK ON EACH XFMR, CLEAN OFF DEBRIS
CI.EANFD COOI.ERS AND Dl!ASI.ED DEB IRIS OFF
COOLERS WLRE COVERED WI T)l DIRT AND LINT

IIIT
Completron date
Wor t No.
Status.
Work Ite<s Descr rptron
Correctrve Act)on

Cause of far lure

12
80)I)b
WI47619
C
CARBON MONOXIDE PPM wnS 103 PPM ABOVE ACCLI~ TnNCE CRITERIA PFR N2-EPM-02
TOOK AIIOTIIER SAtlPI E 10 ..'I-OU CARBO)4 t)ONOX I OC ECUAI.S 245 Pl'M 14)ll CH IS ACCEPTABLE AS PER N2-EPM-02 TEST
27) 59
DAD OBICINnl. SnMI tE lnKI:t4





Dssplag of Work I tern Dat.s
SCCK Stl'stegg (.sltiP II)~RMIr 4'ills, hill) Will)i'isis ss

Sur t f i

el�)ls

0 f)MPlihlf

HI T

Completson dali ~

Work No
Status
Work Item De scr ip Linn

Corrective Actsori
Cause of failure

13
(lHI I I 1

WI37146

Clif('K Chl I liftA(I l)N l)f Wll)D(IIC 1F lll'EIIAISSIIF IIII)I CAT()R ON FAST SIDE OF 2I1TX-X)11D. I T INDICATES CREATER THAN 30
DLC C HIGIIFH lllhtl Will()IIIC II Mf"! I)I4 i'IllilSi i'ihIN Ilihtif)lORMERS. FOLLOI4(NO LAST RX SfARTUP TEMPERATURE
REMAINCD AT 76 DCC 0 CV( t4 Di)H INC SHS)(DOWtl
RECALIDAATFD 11 tsP SWI ICIS I'.A 1.(H II ".IPM 0;.".'. INI)(CATO(t AND SWITCH SETPOINTS READ(NO CORRECTLY
fEMPERATUAil INDICA(INC SWI S)IC I OUND READ(tlC 10)4. OUI SWI (CH SET POINf8 WERE AOOU1 5 DEOAEE C HIGH

HI T

Comp Ie't soll d)st e
Wort No
Stat<is
Ilork Item l)escrsptsnn
Corr ec tsve Ac lion
Cause of failure

14
890911
W I 59306
C
Oll. C(l()l I'ASi IIAVL l)illI hr:Ci)MUI All 0 I)N IIACK I)(l)E Pl EASE (:I ( AN
OAUSH):0 OUT ACCUMS)r.htl 0 Di)S~

'I hND l)l!OHIO) I'lii)ri SS)fl)ACE h(ILA I)F COOLINC FINS. t10RE EXTENSIVE CLEAN(NO PLANNEDf'R OUTAGE -90-
NORMAL ACCUt1!)LAI IS)N

HIT
Completson date
Isort No
Status
Work Item Reset sptson
Cnrrectsve Action

15
890919
W I 59266
C
INSf'FCl'l:UIHhl. I)if. SlltlC. CON)IECT IONS ON MhlN IHhNSI OHMEHS f'UA POSSIBLE CORROSION OF CONNECTIONS
INSPFC(l!0 tlt:UfHhL OS)SH(llC Cl)NNEC(IONS (It4 S1h(N TRht4SFORI1CHS AND FOUND NO PROGLEMS

HIT
Comp(et Son d.ste
Wor k No
Stati)s
Work Item Descr sption
Correctsve Action

16
690920
W159"74
C

I tlSPEC T WHERE OUS At)0 fAht4Sf I)AMI-:fl JO IN I Cl lf;CK FOA I SAKS )
SFAI.FD OUS CONNFC((l)N Wl fit HTV 'll.(CONC

HIT
Completson date
I(or t No
Status
Work Item Descrsptson.

Corrective *ctioii
H(T
Comp(etion date
I(or k No
Status
14ort Item Desrriptii n
Corrective hctson
Cause of failure

17
S90922
W159227
C
TRANSFORt1ER IS I EAK INC f AO)1 PLU('S 1.(ICATFD AL(lt)C (IIE SIDES PI.EASE CLEAN AND t(AKE TEMPORARY REPAIRS TO
PREVENT PI,UCS FROM LEAKINC
SEALED ALL PLUG LEAKS

18
89(209
W147616
V
THhtIS('OHMI:R 0(I 1( t1)'tis) li:h fr)it hf'I'I:hA'i) Hf. S(UCK AEI A IA CAI I ORATE OR REPLACE
CI OSE 1HIS WR - 11 I!I h Ditpl I CA(I IIS Wft I')lt)6 !IIII.I Of'EN. VOID
Di)PI. I CA fC WA





Dtsp lag of Worl I tea I>al 4
SEFK Strategg. rrrt1I'10~2Ml). LMlft. httl) IB)frKI1ft w

Sort f raids CO)1)'lthl'I

H I
1'oepl ~ tron dale

Wor'k No
Status
WorL Ite~ De'crrplron

Correctrve Actron
Cause nf fat lur'e

Iu
90020I I
Wl 59235
C
MAKF I)P AND INSIhl.l Nht1I: I'I hfl.H I UH I AN htflt I'I)MI'III'IIRI)l.IN CONTROL CABINET I DY 2 IN SlZE SAY1NC FANS I
f ANS 2 PUMP I PUMP

c'NSfhl.l,f:0Nht1C VI,AIRS I ffLNIIt'YINC I'AN/I'UMfr AS Af'I'I I CADI.L
FAN/PI)MP UN I TS CI)NIROI I I:B Nl) I I DFN I IF I ED

HlT

Coep let)on date
Wor k No
Status.
Ilork Item l)escrrptron
Corrective Actron
Cause of far lure

20
900307
W175907
C
DOOffS ON TIIE SODE Of'Hf; THANSFOHMCH DO tf()1 81AY CI.USED NEED TO REPAIR OR REPLACE
ADDED STOP TO DOOR 10 STI)P FROM OVI-'ft THAVI I.
DOOR WOULD NO I I.ATCII CORHF:ClLY

H1T.
Coepletion date.
Work No
Status.
Work Iteer Desrr rptron

Correctrve Actron

21
900322
W119692
V
NOISE AND VIBRAT It)N hf'I'I.ABS 10 BF. Ct)tllNC I IIOI1 NO I COOI Efl ON 8 0 OF MAIN TRANSFORt1ER IN TIIE 345 SW YD, CK
AND REPAIR AS NECESSAHY
NO WORK BEOUIRED MTX-Xt110 tfAS BEEN PftEVIOU!iLY RFPAlfIED Wft 162932 WILL REPAIR MTX-Xt11A

HIT
Coop)ation date
Wor k No
Status,.........
Work Iters Descrrptron
Corrective Act)on..

1 1
C C

901 103
W I 79185
C
TRANSFORMER Oll. LEAKltlp FROM OIL PLUGS . EAI. AS REQUIRf;D,
RESEALED OIL PLUGS Wl TH DURA METAL AND VOINIED AHEA WHEN DRY

HlT.
Coop letion date.-
)for k No.
Status...
Wor k Item Descr rption

Corr ective Action .

901 107
W164938
V
DOTH LEAD AND LAC COOLINC
HOTSPOT TEMP IS 10 DEC C
WORK DONE ON WR 169971

SYSTI:MS ARE HUNNINC I TAKING LAC TO OFF THEN AUTO -IT RESTARTS) I 8 8 WINDINP
LOWER THAN IA AND IC WIIICH HAVE ONLY LEAD COOL1NC SYSTEM RUNN1NC

H1T ...
Coop lotion date.
Work No......
Status............
Lfork Itea Descrrptron

Corrective Action

24
901 114
W164938
V
DOTH I.EAD AND LAC COOI itfC
HOTSPOT TEMP IS 10 DEC C
WORK PERFORMED DY SUPPORT

SYSlEMS ARE RUNNINC I TAKING LAC TO OFF THEN AUTO -IT RESTARTS) I 8'8 WINOINP
I OWER IIIAN IA hND IC WIIICH IIAVE Ot)LY LEAD COOL1NC SYSTEM RUNNINP

I)LP I





Dasp laa) of Wnrk I teaa Dal.a
SEEK strateg9 cotap())-2ta(x.x(1(B. htB) wa)B(.tol w

Sort f ae)ds
CO)1PDAIL'omp

1etaon date
Work No.
Sta'tus
Work Item Descript)on

Cot rectave Aa.taun
Cause of faa lure

Hl I
Completa ~ aaa date
Woa k Nu
Status
Work Item Descript)on

Correc tave Ac taon

Hl 1

Completion date
Work No.
Status
Work Item Beset apt)un
Correctave Act)on

90)'~06
WI69971

)a fg >.a g)',I II

901 0/
W169971
V
BQTH CODLING FAN DhtlKS (ta)la(4INC WIT)l l(01 8('()I ffr)P CONSIDERABLY BELOW THE SETPOINT 75 DECREES C FOR PICKUP
QF 'fltE SECOND FAN BANK lt)VEST I CA I 8 I'ROB(.i.)1 WIT)I I(OT SPOT THERt10t(ETER DEVICE 49 AND REPAIR.
tlO W()RK REQUIRED

a7

910322
W161359
V
LEhK Itl PI('E JOIN) Ot( f Il(E PBO)FCI )Ot( SYGIL)1 hRI)a)ND l(thNG('OB)(EB-LEAK IS IN SOUTHEAST CORNER
NO WORK ltEOD WO((K WAS DONE ON WR 157435

C

DQT)( COOL.(t(C FAN Bht)KS ltl)tlt)lt)C WITH l(OI . I'(ll TE)(P CONSIDFRABLY BELOW THE SETPOINT 75 DECREES C FOR PICKUP
OF THE SFCIIND Fht( DANK INVESI (CA)La I BOB( I I1 Wl TH HOf SP()T THERt(0)(ETER DEVICE 49 AND REPAIR.
I OUND ( IS BAD RIP) ACFI) I IG AND CA).ll)Bhll I) ( HFCKI:I) I

l)OI'TS

WOUI.D NOI CAI.

Hl T
Comp)et)on date
Work No
Status.
Work Item Descraptaon
Correctave Act)on

20
910325
W(61359
V
I.FAK IN P I PE JOINT a)ta F I l)C PRO I(':C 1 I ON SYG II")1 ABOI)t)D T BANG('0(tt(ER LEAK IS IN SOUTHEAST CORNER
GEE LEAD

HIT
- Completion date,

Wor k No
Status
Work Item Descraption

Correctave Action

w9
910401
WI 58186
C
DEI'AC 10798 TRANSf ORt1EB WINDING TEt(P INDICATOR APPEARS TO BE STUCK AT 52 DEC C. TROUBLESHOOT (Qf1
READ/ 12 DEC C, I

g 2SPt1-TIS1049D WAS READ ON 910331 'AND IS READING APPROX()1AICLY THE SANE AS THE INDICATORS FOR Xt11A Xt(IC AND
%HID ALL QIL AND WINDING TEI1P INDC I*TO(IS ABE RFADINC APPROX It1ATELY 10 DECREES C (50 DECREES F) WHICH CQES
ALONG WITH OUT SHUTDOWN SfATE ON Tt(IS DATF.

HIT ...
Completaon date
Work No
Status.
Work Item Desca iptaon

Correctave Act)un
Cause of Faa lure

30
9)0405
W I93930
C
DUR INC WARtl WEAf((ER COND) fll)N I AN I DID N()T AUTO SfhRT Wl TH THE CONTROL SWITCH IN AUTO. CONTROL SWI'fCH HAD
TQ BE PLACED IN HAND

(REI'I.ACED VOLTAGE DROP INC RESISI()BS a )a ( ., ~,,'~) )
BE IGTQRS OPENED





iNTERNALCORRESPONDENCE
FallM 11M II OMO 5~1%13

Anwar Qureshi

Steve Doty

OISTRICT Nine Mile Point Unit 2

OATE August 20 1991 FILE COOE NMP77862

SUBJECT Event Assessment
Technical Manual Review/
Vendor Information 2MTX-XM1B

We have reviewed the following documents for Main Transformer 2MTX-
XM1B.

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4.
5.
6.
7 ~

8.

Instruction Manual 4649, NMPC File No. N21033
Instruction Manual gC06607-5, NMPC File No. N20445
N2-EPM-GEN-R700
N2-EPM-GEN-Q692
S-EPM-GEN-V060
N2-EPM-GEN-D0690
One line diagrams EE-1A, B, C, M01F, M01G
FSAR Section 8. 2. 1. 3, Page 8. 2-3

Our general review of these documents do not indicate any
con f1 icting requirements for the maintenance and testing of the
Main Transformer. Above referenced EPMs seem to be adequate per
the vendor manual requirements.

Please contact myself if you have any questions or need additional
information.

AQ/bm

xc: Paul Mangano
Rick Abbott
Records Management
NMP PPF

/
//. +1~/)ii / ~ /a~/1~ roc g)

Anwar Qureshi
Site Engineering - Unit 2





NRC - INTHU'ACE

The following material and information have been provided to the NRC:

1. Daily 345KV yard recovery maintenance schedule.

2. a) Transformer oil testing values prior to the transformer failure.

b) Transformer oil testing values subsequent to the transformer failure.

3. a) Phase B transformer oil dielectric testing value prior to the transformer
failure.

b) Phase B transformer oil dielectric testing values subsequent to the
transformer failure.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

McGraw Edison Main Transformer Instruction Book

A computer print out of maintenance perfomed on the main transformer.

The initail installation test results.

Daily Electrical Department 345KV switchyard readings.

Operator Rounds Guide.

9. Copy of the latest completed outdoor transformer Preventative Maintenance
Procedure.





ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

The Quality Assurance Operations Group has taken the lead to perform
a Root Cause Analysis of the 2MTX XM1B failure. They have gathered
information dating back to the point that the transformer arrived on site.

( They also have contracted Doctor Chei to help with the Root Cause Analysis

The Root Cause Analysis may take some time before they arrive to any
conclusions considering the transformer has to be shipped off site for the
evaluations. Attached you vrill find the Root Cause Analysis format and
some of the data already gathered.
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PLAN FOR ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEN

e8i17/91
File * HTX-XN1B

Overall Concern:

HAIN STEPUP TRAHSFORNER FAULTED TO GROUND

Short tera iapact if not corrected>

HEED TO DETERNINE CAUSE AND TAHE PREVENTIVE ACTION PRIOR TO

PLAHT RESTART.

Longer tera iapact if not corrected:

REPEAT FAILURE.
DEGRADATIOH OF PUBLIC. REGULATORY AHD IHVESTNEHT COHFIDENCE

Urgency of this concern:

TO EHSURE PUBLIC SAFETY
TO COHPLY ltITH THE COHFOSRNATORY ACTIOH LETTER

TO RESTORE PUBLIC, REGULATORY AHD IHVESTNENT COHFIDENCE

Deviation statesent to work on novs

TRAHSFORHER FAULTED TO GROUND

Other people to involve in this analysis>

S.DOTY R.HAIN NAIHTENANCE T.HULCZYCNY SAFETY

Separate deviations involved!

TRAHSFQRNER FAULTED TO GROUHD





Plan for Analysis of the Problea

Interia actions for : TRANSFORHER FAULTED TO GROUND

DER 02-0-91-t2'2'2 INITIATED.
ROOT CAUSE IN-PROGRESS.
IDENTIFY APPROPROPRITATE PREVENTATIVE HEASURES.

ENSURE PRESERYATIOH OF NECESSARY EVIDENCE FOR

CAUSE DETERHINATIOH.

page 2
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PROBLEN SPECIFICATIOH

eSZ1Vie1
File * NTX-XN1B

Deviation Stateeent:

NAIH STEPUP TRAHSFORNER FAULTED TO GROUHD

IS IS HOT

MHATt OBJECT

NAIH STEPUP TRAHSFORNER 2NTX-XNlB

WHAT: DEFECT

IHTERHAL FAULT TO GROUND

2NTX-XNlh EHERGIZED
2NTX-XNlC EHERGIZED
2NTX-XN1D SPARE

EXTERHAL FAULT TO GROUHD

WHERE: GEOGRAPHIC

UHIT 2 345KV QIITCHYARD
B NAIH TRAHSFORNER
LOCATED SECOHD FRON HOST llESTERY

'IIHEREj OH OBJECT

PRINARY 'lfIHDIHG
MIHDIHG TO CORE

UNIT 2'15HV YARD
t OTHER UTILITIES
HOT UHIT 1 NAIH STEPUP TRAHSFORN

PIIHDIHG TO HOUSIHG





IS

Problee Specification

IS NOT

page 2

WHENt FIRST OBSERVED

13 SEPT 91 8B548

MHENt SINCE OBSERVED

CONTINUOULY SEHCE EVENT

?CURRENTY OIL ANAYLSIS
?DOBLE TESTING
2STARTUP TESTING
?PURCHASE TESTING

2 PLOT OIL AHAYLSIS AHD REVIEW
? REVIEV STARTUP DATA
2 REVIEll TENPERATURE PLOTS
'2 REVIElt NR HISTORY

NHENt LIFE CYCLE

?LIFE EXPECTACY OF TRAHSFFOR)lER
?TI)lE IN SERVICE

DOBLE TESTING
? DATA ANALYSIST

ADDITIOHAL TESTING/REVIEW/DATE

EXTENT: HO)( NAHY

1 'B'AIN TRAHSFOR)lER (2NTX-XlliB)

EXTENT( %HAT PART

?PRI)lARY MINDING ONLY.
?EXTENT

EXTEHTt PER UNIT

2 TO BE DETERHINED DURING
DISASSE)lBLYi (PUBRCHASE ORDER)

EXTENTt TREND

GREATER THAN 1 (A,C, D)
?HOlt )lhHY OF LINE TRAHS

FAILED/IHUSE/2

'?SECONDARY MINDING.
'?HIGH OR LO)t VOLT BUSHINGS
20IL FAULURE
2 IHSULTATIOH

2 TO BE DETER)lIHED.

?UHKHONN ?UHNNOVN





BILL JULIAN
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DISTIHCTIONS AND CHANGES

88/17/91
File > HTX-XH1B

Devittion Stateeent:

HAIN STEPUP TRAHSFORllER FAULTED TO GROUHD

DISTIHCTIOHS CHANGES

WHATi OBJECT

THE SPARE WAS HEVER PLACED
IH-SERVICE.

-?WR'S
-?NOD'S
-?S/U TEST DATA

WHAT: DEFECT

?APPEARS TO BE PRIllhRY WIHDIHG
?APPEARS TO BE WIHDING TO CORE
?HOT VISIBLE FROll TOP
?HO COPPER SHOT VISIBLE FROH TOP

?WINDING DELTA TEllP. VS LOAD
?OIL DELTA TEHP. VS LOAD
?ALARHS

WHERE: GEOGRAPHIC

WHERE: OH OBJECT

-PRIHARY CARRIES NORE CURRHET ?'l22



I



DISTINCTIONS

Distinctiona and Changes

CHANGES

pago 2

WHEN! FIRST OBSERVED

SUNNER TINE WITH HIGHER AVE. TEllp.

WHEN'INCE OBSERVED

WHEN! LIFE CYCLE

DISTINCTIONS WILL BE IDENTIFIED
WHEN TEST DATA IS REVIEWED AND

DEl!OSTRATES REVELANT INFORllhTION.





DISTIHCTIOMS

Dietinctione and Changes

CHANGES

pagt 3

EXTENT'OV MANY

REVIEW OF PLANT OPERATING
INFORHATIOH MILL DETERMINE
DISTIHCTIOMS.

EXTENT'HAT PART

EXTENT! PER UNIT

EXTENT: TREND





BILL JULIAH
QAOE

IHFORHATIOH SOURCES

88/17/91
File + HTX-XH1B

Deviation Stateaents

HAIN STEPUP TRAHSFORHER FAULTED TO GROUND

WHATs OBJECT Accuracy! HIGH
'W W 11

DER 2-1"91-2222, OIL AHAYLIS (Esh),

WHAT! DEFECT Accuracy: HIGH

DER 42-91-1-2222) OIL ANALYSIS, VISUAL IHSPECTIOH
8/16/91

WHERE! GEOGRAPHIC Accuracy! LOM

ALARH PRINTOUT FROH POSER COHTROL, OSCILLISCOPE
PRIHT FROM SCRIBA YARD

MHEREs OH OBJECT Accuracy! LOlf
W

OPIOH OF H. LIGHT BASED OH VISUAL OHLY.

MHEH! FIRST OBSERVED hccuracys -LOW

OIL AHALYLIS TO BE PLOTTED AHD REVIENED.
REVIEM OF OTHER DATA.

WHEN! SINCE OBSERVED Accuracy! LOW

EPH-OnEPH-GEN-eel, EPH-GEH-Deeense, n'S,

NHEHs LIFE CYCLE Accuracy s LOlf

2EPRI, INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE REVIEN) CONPARE OF

OTHER HAIN TRAMS DATA, OTHER.





Inforaatfon Sources
pagt 2

EXTENTs HOlf HAHY hccuracys LOW

2QUESTIOH HETlfORK FOR LIKE TRANS.

EXTEHT: VHAT PART Accuracy: LOlf

VISUAL INSPECT., H. LIGHT, OIL ANAL.,

EXTENT! PER UNIT Accuracy s LOlf

EPRI. REBUILD VEHDOR, INDUSTRY EVEHTS.

EXTEHTs TREHD

HETlfORK, EPRI,

hccuracys LOlf





LIST OF POSSIBLE CAUSES

BILL JULIAN
QAOE

88/17/91
File > NTX"XN1B

Cauae Statua

DIELECTRIC FAILURE

INSULATIOH FAILURE

NECHHICAL FAILURE

ENF FAILURE

NANUFACTORING/INSTALLATION/ASSENPLYDEFECT

ELECTROSTATIC

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

HOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED
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PRELIMINARY

INFORMATIGN ONI.Y

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYST

NINE MILE POINT UNIT 2
EVALUATIONREPORT

DATE: 8/23/91
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ABLE OP CONTE 8

~ EVENT DESCRIPTION

~ BACKGROUND

~ INFORMATION AVAILABLE

~ EVENT EVALUATION

System Conditions/Disturbance-Oscillograph
Relay Room Indications
Switchgear 2NPS-SWG001 and 003 Evaluation
Main Generator Evaluation
Plant Communication
Fire Protection Systems
Plant Essential Lighting System
Group 9 Isolation Valves Closure
Reactor Manual Control System
Feedwater Control System
Feedwater Pump Trip
Annunciators and Computers
Electrical Distribution System Design Review

~ CONCLUSION
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Event Des o

On August 13, 1991 at about 6:00 a.m., the NMP2 plant was running
at full power and connected to the Scriba Substation 345 KV bus
through line $ 23. The onsite normal power distribution system
13.8 KV buses, 2NPS-SWG001 and 003, were receiving power from the
NSS transformer 2STX-XNS1. The onsite emergency distribution
system 4.16 KV buses 2ENS*SWG101, 102, 103 were receiving power
from RSS transformers 2RTX-XSRlA and 1B which were connected to
Scriba Substation through 345/115 KV transformers. When the
plant was running at full power at about '6:00 a.m., the main step
up transformer 2MTX-XM1B developed a fault and the appropriate
protective relays sensed the abnormal conditions and activated
their respective lockout relays. The lockout relays in turn
initiated a main turbine trip and transferred normal power
distribution loads from the NSS transformer to the RSS
transformers through fast transfer relaying. During the fast
transfer of power supplies to the normal distribution system,
five (5) plant UPSis 2VBB-UPS1A, 1B, 1C, 1D and 1G tripped and
caused a power loss to plant computer systems, annunciator
system, communication system, essential lighting, Fire Protection
panels.

ac u

The NMP2 unit generator 2GMS-G1 is connected to the main
generator step up transformers 2MTX-XMlA, 1B, and 1C which step
up the generator voltage of 25 KV to 345 KV for interconnection
to the NMPC grid at Scriba Substation via a 345 KV transmission
line. The generator step up transformer consists of four shell
type oil immersed, single phase units. Three of these four
transformers are connectecf to form a 3 phase 24.3 KV delta on the
low voltage side and 3 phase 345 KV grounded wye on the high
voltage side. The fourth transformer is a spare unit.
The normal station service (NSS) transformer 2STX-XNS1 is also
connected to the unit generator and steps down 25 KV output of
the generator to 13.8 KV for the plant normal power distribution
system. The NSS transformer is a 3 winding (split-secondary)
transformer and feeds two 13.8 KV buses 2NSP-SWG001&003 to supply
power to plant nonsafety related loads.

NSK2
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The two reserve station service (RSS) transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and
1B provi faite power to the onsite power system. These RSS
transfo Step down the 115 KV offsite power to 13.8 KV and
4.16 KV f e plant normal and emergency power distribution
systems r tively.
Under normal operating conditions, the plant onsite normal power
distribution system is energized from the unit generator via the
NSS transformer. In the case of a loss of the unit generator,
the offsite power sources provide alternative power for the
normal onsite power system through the RSS transformers. The
onsite normal power distribution system 13.8 KV buses 2NPS-SWG001
and 2NPS-SWG003 are normally energized from the NSS transformer
2STX-XNS1. In case of a loss of power from the normal source,
these buses are automatically transferred to the offsite power
sources via RSS transformers 2RTX-XSR1A and 2RTX-XSR1B
respectively. This transfer can be accomplished in two modes;
fast or slow. A single line representation of the above
arrangement is shown in Attachment 1.

The UPS system is divided into the emergency or safety related
UPS system and the normal or non-safety related UPS system. The
plant normal uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system provides
power to the plant essential instrumentation and control loads,
annunciators, computers, communication systems, Fire protection
panels, RPS system and essential lighting. The plant emergency
UPS system provides power to plant safety related instrumention
and control systems. A single line representation of the plant
UPS system is shown in Attachment 2.

The affected 75KVA normal UPS's provide power to the plant normal
instrumentation, controls, essential lighting, annunciators,
computer loads, communication and Fire protection panels.

Protective Rela i esc i tio
The main generator, main step up transformer and NSS transformer
are protected by the following four protection schemes;

1) unit protection alternate 1,

2) unit protection alternate 2,

3) generator backup protection,

4) unit protection-backup.

Protection schemes 1 and 2 above consist of high speed protective
relays and the 3 & 4 schemes use slow speed relays. Unit
protection alternate schemes 1 & 2 consist of high speed relays,
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to initia 4 fast transfer which occurs within 6 cycles after
loss of n 1 power. If automatic fast transfer is not
accomplish within 6 cycles, then the fast transfer is blocked
and a slow transfer is initiated after a time delay to allow for
decay of residual voltage on the deenergized bus and to shed
selected motors from the power source to prevent excessive surges
upon restart of the equipment.

Information Available:

The following data for the event was collected and is provided in
Attachments 4 and 5.

1. Scriba station oscillograph chart for 115 KV buses and 345
KV bus.

2. NMP2 normal and emergency distribution system protective
relaying status from control room records.

No other data is available because the NMP2 computer and
annunciator system were lost due to loss of the normal UPS power
supplies. In addition, the control room oscillograph was found
to be out of service.

e t u o

The single line developed from the relay data information
obtained from the plant showing main transformer and actuated
protective relaying is provided in Attachment 3. The evaluation
of various items of occurrences during this event is provided as
follows:

a) S stem Condit'ons D'sturbances-Osci lo a

The record of event and system conditions are recorded in
the oscillograph chart obtained from Scriba Substation which
is provided in Attachment 4. This chart shows that NMP2 was
operating at full power prior to the event on 8/13/91. At
the initiation of the event, the chart indicates a decrease
in voltage on Phase 'B'f the 345 KV bus for approximately
6 cycles after which the voltage returned to normal without
any further visible transient behavior. During the same
period, the current in one of the phases of the 345 KV line
connecting NMP2 and the Scriba Substation sharply increased
to 3-4 times its prior value. After 6 cycles, the fault was
cleared and line 23 (345 KV line to Scriba from the plant)
was isolated. This confirms that the fault lasted only for
about 6 cycles.

NSK2





The lograph chart for the Scriba Station 115 KV Bus
rev .that during the fault duration of 6 cycles, the 115
KV b .voltage dropped. After the 345 KV line f23
isola n, the 115 KV bus voltage returned to normal. The
oscillograph chart for the 115 KV bus confirms that the fast
transfer of the NSS transformer loads to the RSS transformer
occurred after about 6 cycles from clearance of the fault.
The oscillograph charts for the 115 KV and 345 KV buses do
not show any disturbances before occurrence of the fault and
after clearance of the fault.
b) a o 'c t'o s

The relays that actuated during the event are shown on
the abbieviated single line in Attachment 3. A review
of the relay data indicates that the main transformer
differential relay actuated to isolate the fault in the
transformer. Initiation of this relay actuates lockout
relays of the unit protection schemes, initiates a
turbine trip and fast transfer of the NSS transformer
loads to RSS transformers. In addition to the main
transformer differential relay, the unit differential
relay also actuated, which initiated a turbine trip and
fast transfer. Generator protection and unit
protection backup relays also actuated. The fast
transfer occurred before these backup protection
schemes could block the fast transfer. During the
transferring of the normal power distribution system
from the normal source to its alternate source, the
flags on the degraded voltage relays of the Class 1E
power distribution system came in, but there was no
indication of offsite power breaker tripping and diesel
generator starting. The degraded voltage condition
appears to have occurred only during the duration of
the fault as evidenced by the Scriba Substation
oscillograph chart for the 115 KV buses. Because
degraded voltage trips are delayed for 30 sec. without
loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the diesel generators
signal was not initiated and the offsite breakers did
not trip. The degraded voltage scheme, therefore,
functioned as designed.

c) - WGOO and 003 v

The 13.8 KV switchgear 2NPS-SWG001 and 003 receive
their normal power from the NSS transformer. In the
case of a loss of power from its normal source, the
power supply to these switchgear buses is automatically
transferred to the RSS transformers. The relay
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«etuation and Scriba oscillograph chart indicates that
fast transfer occurred the way it was designed for
the switchgear buses.

%RZther investigation of the event by NMPC operation
revealed that the circuit breakers feeding 13.8 KV
reactor feedwater pump, condensate booster pump and
recirc water pump fed from switchgear 2NPS-SWGOOl were
tripped. A detailed review of automatic transfer
scheme was performed to determine if these large motors
were tripped due to this transfer scheme. The
automatic transfer scheme is designed such that the
large motors trip before slow transfer to avoid
residual voltage. The review of the Scriba Substation
115 KV oscillograph chart clearly confirms that fast
transfer scheme worked and loads were picked up by the
115 KV reserve power sources. A further review of the
feedwater system revealed that the loss of power supply
from the normal UPS's caused the opening of minimum
flow valves which in turn triggered tripping of the
feedwater pumps. See Section 'L'or further analysis
of this occurrence.

d) a G to u t
The fault on the main step up transformer was detected
by protective relaying which tripped the main
turbine/generator which in turn initiated an automatic
scram of the reactor. The fault on the main
transformer was on the 345 KV winding which is wye
connected. The fault on the secondary side was
transferred to the low voltage side windings. The low
voltage side winding was damaged. The main
generator/turbine was tripped by unit protection
alternate 1 and 2 lockout relays within about 6 cycles
from the event as is evidenced by the 345 KV. line
oscillograph chart. The generator may have been
coasting for some time with residual excitation and
supplying fault current to the 25 KV system after the
trip. This current is small compared to the initial
fault current on the secondary side due to main
transformer impedence. This small fault current may
not have any significant effect on the main generator
thermal capability but it is recommended to meggered
main generator and check surge arrestors prior to
startup.
It is also recommended that the unfaulted transformer
units be meggered prior to startup.
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plant communication systems consist of the
lowing:

e oeSste

2)

A dial telephone system provides communication
between selected office areas and selected
locations inside and outside the station. The
dial telephone system is connected to the NMPC

telephone tie system for offsite communication.
The telephone system main equipment receives its
power from the plant normal UPS system.

o Com 't o tems

A hand held portable radio communication system is
provided for communication between station
personnel within the plant. This system utilizes
a leaky wire antenna system which are fed from a
normal UPS system.

3) a t c d ss s

A PP/PA system with five party channels and one
page channel is provided for communication for
various station buildings and locations. The
system is powered from the plant normal UPS
system.

4) Mai te ance and Cal'b atio Commu 'cat o S stem

An M/CC is provided for voice communication in
areas requiring communication for testing,
maintenace, etc. It is powered from the plant
normal 120V AC power system.

5) we d Co mu 'cat'o S ste

An SPC is provided for voice communication in case
of total loss of electric power to PP/PA and M/CC
systems. This system requires no plant electrical
power.
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e of the five communication systems require plant
systems to function. Due to loss of normal UPS

sJJNtems during the event, the three communication
systems, dial telephone system, radio communication
system, and page party/public address system, were
lost. The only communication systems available were
the maintenance and calibration communication system
and the sound powered communication system which is
mostly used for testing maintenance activities. Even
though the PP/PA system is grouped in two separate
independent paging systems with two UPS systems to
provide redundant paths of communication throughout the
plant, the communication systems were lost due to
common mode failure of the normal UPS system. The
existing communication system is adequate but due to
common mode failure of the normal UPS system, it is
recommended that normal UPS system design be evaluated
to eliminate a common mode failure.

o ste

NMP2 Fire Protection and Detection systems are fed
through the two stub buses 2NNS-SWG016 and 015 through
an automatic transfer switch. The primary source which
feeds the two stub buses is the unit generator 2GMS-Gl
through the normal station service transformer 2STX-
XNS1. ln the event of unit trip, these stub buses are
transferred to the offsite power sources through a fast
or slow transfer of 13.8 KV buses 2NPS-SWG001 and 003
respectively.
NMP2 has two fire pumps, one diesel driven and one
motor driven. The motor driven fire pump is powered
from 4.16 -KV non-safety related bus 2NPS-SWG012.
Further information on this system is provided in USAR
Appendix 9A.

A listing of fire panels installed in NMP2 is provided
on the following pages. Each panel powered from AC is
provided with a primary and backup power source. Zn
the event of momentary loss of both primary and backup,
the system is provided with an internal battery power
supply except for 2FPM-PNL 200 and 201. These are
powered from normal UPS 2VBB-UPS1G.
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aes
status of fire p'anels during the event is shown in

Attachment 6. As indicated in Attachment 6, 2FPM-PNL
200 and 201 were lost when the UPS was lost. 2FPM-PNL
200 is the fire system computer and 2FPM-PNL 201 is an
auxiliary panel for the fire system computer. In
addition, 2CEC*PNL849 which is fed from the normal UPS
System, was also lost causing the loss of annunciation
for fire protection systems.

Event al s s:

As reported in Attachment 6 out of the 20 fire panels
at Unit 2 only (2) Two transferred to internal battery
back-up during this event. This transfer is in
accordance with the fire panel design. While on
battery power, because the normal AC was still
available. Functions of these panels have not been
lost.
During this event plant communication was also lost.
However, as stated in Attachment 6, fire brigade
started its roving patrol soon after the failure of the
transformer and they have used had held portable radios
with Channel 10, which is their normal practice during
the loss of communication systems.

The event caused the control room to have no fire
annunciation. However the capability to control fire
protection activities both from control room and local
panels were still maintained. In summary, although
indication and annunciation which would allow the
control room to track fire detection and protection
plant status was unavailable in the control room, these
systems remained operable locally throughout this
event.

In addition, it is concluded that this event did not
involve any 10CFR 50 Appendix "R" concerns because the
event is not associated with any fire or loss of
offsite power, even though the plant lost normal power
momentarily.
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The plant fire protection panels and their power
supp are as follows:

ow ou e

es

NSK2

2FPF-PNL136

2FPL-PNL176

2FPL-PNL176-1

2FPL-PNL176-2

2FPL-PNL177

2FPL-PNL177-1

2FPL-PNL177-2

2FPL-PNL230

2FPL-PNL231

2FPL-PNL273

2FPM-PNL101

2FPM-PNL103

2FPM-PNL104

2FPM-PNL105

2FPM-PNL106

2FPM-PNL107

2FPM-PNL108

10

2SCA-PNL500
2SCI-PNLA102

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)
2BYS-PNLB101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)
2BYS-PNLB101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2BYS-PNLA101 (DC Power)

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500





PNL113

MPH-PNL114

2FPM-PNL117

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2FPM-PNL119 2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2FPM-PNL120

2FPM-PNL121

2FPM-PNL123

2FPM-PNL125

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2FPM-PNL126 2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

NSK2

2FPM-PNL127

2FPM-PNL128

2FPM-PNL129

2FPM-PNL131

2FPM-PNL132

2FPM-PNL200

2RPM-PNL201

2FPM-PNL233

2FPM-PNL234

11

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2SCA-PNL500
2SCA-PNL600

2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL500

2VBB-UPS1G

2VBB-UPS1G

2SCA-PNL102
2SCA-PNL600
2SCA-PNL102
2SCA-PNL104
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g) al i htin S stems

station lighting consists of the following:r:

1) Normal Lighting System

2) Emergency Lighting System

3) Essential Lighting System

4) Egress Lighting System

5) 8-Hour Battery-Pack Lighting System

The normal lighting system provides adequate
illumination in all areas of the station under normal
operating conditions. The emergency lighting system
provides adequate illumination in areas required for
operating the safety-related equipment during emergency
conditions. The essential lighting system provides
partial illumination for certain critical areas of the
station requiring continuous lighting such as the
control room and for passageways to and from areas
where, safety-related equipment is located. The egress
lighting system provides adequate illumination for all
egress signs and egress routes inside the plant. The
8-hour battery pack lighting provides illumination in
all areas required for operation of safe shutdown
equipment and in access and egress routes thereto.
Detailed system descriptions for the above lighting
systems are provided in USAR Section 9.5.3.

This. essential lighting receives power from station
normal UPS system 2VBB-UPS 1B, 1C and 1D. A single
line representation of the power supplies involved with
the UPS is provided in Attachment 2 and the critical
areas of the plant provided with essential lighting is
shown in Attachment 7. The plant egress lighting also
receives power from the plant normal UPS panels 2VBB-
UPS 1B, 1C and 1D.

us o ssential and E ress
''uringthe event on August 13, 1991, power supplies

from normal UPS panels 2VBB-UPS 1B, 1C and 1D were
lost. All areas of the plant that are provided with
essential and egress lighting lost partial illumination
provided by these systems till such time the power to

NSK2
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UPS's were restored. However, one or more of the
r lighting systems namely, emergency, normal and 8
battery pack were available in these areas during
event. The stairwells are provided with essential

lighting only except where 8 hour battery pack lighting
is added for Appendix R compliance. Illumination to
these stairwells were lost due to loss of normal UPS.
The 8 hour battery pack lighting did not energize
because there was no loss of normal power.

ve t a s s:

The loss of power from normal UPS is evaluated
separately. During the event, some areas of the plant
lost partial illuminations provided by essential
lighting for sometime. Areas critical for safe
shutdown where this lighting are identified are
provided in Attachment 7. During this event the plant
was safely shutdown from the control room. Because the
control room is provided with adecgxate lighting without
the essential lighting, loss of essential lighting did
not adversely affect the operator actions needed to
bring the plant to safe shutdown.

The access route used by the operators during this
event for restoration of the normal UPS power

'Attachment8) supplies were illuminated from normal
lighting except for the stairwell where portable
handheld light was used. (FSAR Sec. 9.5.3.3 allows the
use of portable lighting in the form of handheld
flashlight for short excursions into the plant). The
normal UPS locations were illuminated by normal
lighting. Therefore, restoration of UPS power was
unaffected by loss of essential lighting. The proposed
plant modification 89-042 will resolve stairwell
lighting concern.

eco m d t o s:

(1) Plant modification 89-042 should be implemented as
soon as possible to resolve the stairwell lighting
issue.

(2) Revise the statement in USAR Section 9.5.3 on
emergency lights to correctly reflect actual NMP2
lighting system design.

NSK2
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h) on Va ves Closu

. group 9 primary containment isolation valves are
of containment purge system. These valves are

ted in Tech. Spec. Table 3.6.3-1, Page 3/4 6-24.
The function of group 9 isolation valves is to limits
the potential release of radioactive materials from
primary containment. These isolation valves are opened
during power operation only at infrequent intervals to
allow injection of nitrogen or air into primary
containment to inert or de-inert the primary
containment at a desired pressure. These valves, if
open, receive signal to close if any of the following
happen:

a) High radiation through standby gas treatment
system (SGTS). The SGTS radiation monitor located
in the main stack is designed to continuously
monitor offsite release and provide isolation
signals to these isolation valves.

b) High drywell pressure.

c) Reactor low water level.

d) Manual isolation of main steam isolation valves.

The loss of the normal UPS system does not initiate
closure of these valves. It appears that these valves
close if they were open due to manual isolation of main
steam isolation valves by the operators. The closing
of these valves is fail safe condition. The logic
worked the way it was intended to function.

j) Reactor Ma ual Control S stem

The reactor manual control system (RMCS) provides the
operator with means to make changes in nuclear
reactivity via the manipulation of control rods so that.
reactor power level and core power distribution can be
controlled. This system is a power generation system
and is not classified as safety related. The RMCS
receives electrical power from the 120 V AC normal UPS.
The RMCS does not include any of the circuitry or
devices used to automatically or manually scram the
reactor. The RMCS control and position indication
circuitry is not required for any plant safety function
nor is it required to operate during any associated DBA
or transient occurrence. The reactor manual control
circuitry is required to operate only in the normal

NSK2





environment during normal power generation
tions.

s se

The RMCS was lost during this event because its power
source, the normal nonsafety related UPS, was lost.
The loss of RMCS is not of concern after automatic
reactor scram. Since the plant was automatically
scrammed during this event, the RMCS does not perform
any function after the scram. This RMCS is used by
operator only during normal plant operations.
Therefore, although this system was lost during this
event, its importance diminished once the automatic
scram occurred.

k) Feedwate Co trol S ste

The feedwater control system controls the flow of
feedwater into the reactor vessel to maintain the
vessel water level within predetermined limits duringall normal plant operating modes. During normal

plant'peration,the feedwater control system automatically
regulates feedwater flow into the reactor vessel. The
system can be manually operated. The feedwater flow
control instrumentation measures the water level in the
reactor vessel, the feedwater flow rate into the
reactor vessel and the steam flow rate from the reactor
vessel. During automatic operation, these three
measurements are used for controlling feedwater flow.
The feedwater control system receives its normal power
supply from the normal UPS. The feedwater control
system is designed to lock in its last position upon a
loss of power to its control electronics.
Eve t A a s s:

During this event, upon loss of the normal UPS's, the
feedwater control system performed as designed and
failed in its last position. No safety system impacts
result due to this failure mode and therefore no
licensing concerns exist.

Feedwater is provided to the Pressure Reactor Vessel
(PRV) via the Condensate Pumps, Condensate Booster
Pumps and the Reactor Feed Pumps shown in Attachment 9.
The Condensate Pump draws condensate water from the
Condenser and provides the necessary Net Positive

NSK2
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Suction Head (NPSH) for the Booster Pumps. The
Condensate Booster Pumps provide the necessary NPSH for

, Reactor Feed Pumps. A minimum flow control header
provided off the discharge header of each pump to

ensure minimum flow is maintained through the
aSsociated pump. The minimum flow control valves and
associated instrumentation actuates to maintain this
minimum flow. The main feedwater control valves
(LV10), located on the discharge header of the Reactor
Feed Pumps, modulate to control reactor water level.
The feedwater control system is powered by normal UPS
power supplies.

Even v t'o
It was reported during this event that feedwater pumps
tripped. An evaluation of this condition reveals that
reported happenings are consistent with the system as
designed. The instrumentation controlling the minimum
flow recirculation valves on the condensate, condensate
booster and the feedwater pumps is powered from the
normal UPS's. These instruments are also designed to
open the valve upon loss of power in order to protect
the pumps. Upon loss of normal UPS, the feedwater
control valves fail locked in their last position prior
to normal UPS failu're. Following the turbine trip, an
ATWS signal would attempt to drive the feedwater
control valves closed (however, they remained in the
locked position) and open the minimum flow control
valve (FV2) to the full open position. With the
feedwater control valves failed locked and the minimum
flow control valves (FV2) driven full open, feedwater
flow increases and approaches pump run-out. The
Reactor Feed Pump NPSH decreases to the low-low
pressure trip point, tripping the Feedwater Pumps. The
Feedwater pump control circuit does not utilize an auto
transfer logic to standby Feedwater Pump; therefore,
feedwater flow is lost. The instrumentation circuits
for all other minimum flow control valves are also
powered by normal
UPS power supplies. These valves all fail in the open
position with the loss of UPS and contribute to the
loss of Feedwater pump NPSH via a cascading effect.

m) a d Com uters

The plant annunciators and computers receive their
power from normal UPS's to perform their function.
These systems are designated as non-safety related.
They are not required to perform any safety function to
shutdown the plant.

NSK2
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the loss of the normal UPS's, the main plant
ciators and computer systems were lost. These

+stems are non-safety related because they are not
required to shut down the plant following a design
basis event. However, these systems are important to
aid the control room operators during all periods of
operation and during both normal and emergency
shutdowns. The normal UPS power is provided to these
systems only to enhance level of importance.

ect ical istribution S stem Desi Review:

The design review of offsite power and onsite power
systems conclude that the protective relaying schemes
worked as they intended by the design. However, the
cause of the UPS trips are still being evaluated and
will be covered under separate report.

one us o

On August 13, 1991 at about 6:00 a.m., NMP2 experienced a ground
,fault in one of the main step up transformers. The protective
relaying schemes actuated and performed their intended function
as designed; the transformer differential relay actuated to
isolate the fault; the unit protection scheme tripped the
'turbine; 13.8KV normal switchgear buses made a fast transfer to
the reserve station service transformers. The emergency
switchgear buses remained unaffected except that only the flags
appeared on the degraded voltage relays.

Power supply from plant normal uninterruptible power supplies,
2VBB-UPS1A, 1B, 1C,1D and 1G tripped during this event (this is
evaluated separately). This caused tripping of the minimum flow
valves which resulted in tripping of the feedwater pumps. None
of these were of any safety concern since the reactor was
scrammed.

Parts of the plant communication system namely; telephone system,
radio communication and public address system were lost due to
loss of power supply from the normal UPS's.
Maintenance/calibration communication and sound powered
communication systems which are powered from normal power were
available.

Fire protection system, indication and annunciation capability in
the control room was lost due to loss of normal UPS power;
however, the fire protection systems remained operable locally.
NSK2
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Illumina .to certain areas of the plant were partially lost
due to l UPS power; however, these areas were adequately
illuminat .-Born plant normal, emergency and 8 hour battery pack
lighting; ahoy illumination in the stairwells were not available.
Operators had handheld lights during the event for these areas.
Proposed plant MOD 89-042 will resolve this issue.

Group 9 isolation valves closed during this event. Closing these
valves is the safe mode of operation. The closing appear to have
been initiated by manual closing of the MSIV's by the operator.

NSK2
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(NTRRNAL~ Il540~

NCNI Ae

TO

pigS iFW gv
~~~ Sins Nile Paint Ãuc3,ear Station

OAT%
1$ A%+1St $ 1 RA~I
Nine Nile Po&trrot~ion p Wrm
Post Event Interviews

After intezvievs conducted today vith Fire Chief Sernke
Harvey, an4 Firemen Pat Irennan and Mark Lo~u..oio, and concurrence
vith Terry Vermilyea, Syetea expert tire Detect:ion and John
Pavlicko of Caution Zquipment Inc., l have reached the folloving
conclusions.

Of the 20 fire panels at Unit 2, 10 maintaine4 a normal yower

2a. Tvo fire panels ZZCPX13 and lQ5 transf erre4 to internal
battery bac)my.

2b. These too panels vhile on battery villstill function normally
as long as the 120 VAC is available in the htCt, vhich it vas.

There 1Ns no interruption OL decrease of fire proteotio5p
detectio+supyression at the local fire panels.

F'ire Panels 04$ and 204/1 being fed froa CN did have a poser
interru tion. This vould have left the control britches operable
IC Pl&i Ii9 y (RS ChS'P RtO tR 8&R LPCP) t bQMOllC&1 ROOR Vith
no Cire annunciation. Any fire suppression/indication could a>so
have been initiated locally.
ARA:dlc

A. Julka (FAX 7225 - SM)
D. Pringle
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llfT'INITIAL
~ iMs~l&% cP'pp44 Q,oF$ gT

Niao Xila Point Nuolaar Station

TO

NNICT

»~~~» ~~~ON
Nine Mile Pointi U5ft 2tire Protection Program
Poet Event 4/12/$ 1 Interviews

?ire bapt. Persoxlnel XOterrievs 21st STNLt ef XQ~t 121101

Bernie ttacvey - Chief In early for coverage, interviewed for loss
of power in Contx'ol building. Lights blinked, loud noise (louder
than ever heax'4 in plant), was in Fixe Dept. office, told shift to
get out into plant.
pat wilson vae in Rx %ldll, switched radios to Channel 10< standard
Fire Dept. praotioe if suspect loss of rapeator,
Pat brennan vaa in the Foam loom an4 proceeded to the Chief~a desk.

Chief Harvey bear4 f3.re panel alarming vhen be pot to Control
bui14inye Nant past Fire Panel 114 ib TllzSine Suildfrug pass&/away/
no auc4h1e alaraa, seeaed normal.

Ma& toouroio vent to @anal 124 211 elev. while Chief Save< vent
to Panel 121 ~ 244 eleve i these vere sounding trouble alarm an4 NX
was cleaz. lfent past Panels 120, 121, 12li they vere normal no
audibl».

r
Prior to Sita Area Cae~ency (IAI) aessaye and evacuation be3.ng
announced - Pat brennan reported Panels R.b. normal, called on
Qaitronics - had to silence Panels 112 on T.b. 250 and than
silenced all Panels in R.L., Panels 101, 103, 104, 105, 10d, l07
ance 10$ ~

Chief Raavay vae goiter ~te ta ~eeaeae vet ia R.L. aaa have aaa in
R.S. awards Lynn Root, accompanied~y Larry ochsner, called his
supervisor, when the~say transformer @love

chief Harvey woul4 have 3.Dead to cfet to transformer ~ickar for
. ire evaluation. He feels it was at least one houz before
OVLluati05 e

chief Harvey «eels Fire Dept. «hould have been pert o
'.".'t-'a'nveatiyatf.cn/inspectionteam with Opezationee





lygl gnt»rvielg (Cont~4)
pPrOC pop y

ne
1m ~ app~imlat ly 0550 h»ee l~ noi e

chief ~ 0 offioe and as@44 vhat noise vas ~ ?sighting dMed p one
string of lights off (NOIX: tbes» feel froa Eaergeney - QtS should
have gone off)

t zover - heard alarms - vhiah vere on waterThen he ven on zove
treatment system panel, then vent to Panel 123, Ther e were no
displays on DAX panel, was blank no lights vere on. Power lights
were oC'f, Trouble light blf.ning.
Went to T.m. 21 NN, signed sheet, stairtover dark'no problem,
knee vay around), Turbine Trade Bay diary lighte4.
Rent to T.b. 304 - OX, signed sheet

T.b. Svgr 2'77 OK, signed sheet
T.I. 250 by teedymaps not»4 not running

b Panel 113 - no 1. ghts on, no audible or trouble alarm
estiIN,tes togae approxiaately 0405
y an

Continued rover rounds to Panel 104 South Itairtover
R I 200 vas alarming

display said ~on internal oleic»
had too troubles displayed

Ment to R l. 215 tire panel 103 alaaing - silenoed
R.L. LSe - the panel 101 alarming - silenced

both panels vere in trouble un)cnovn
R.8. 175 - Signed sheet
R.lo 241 ~ SQUATS - OX

Panel L05 ~ silenoe4 troubles
CQZ Room, about this thus,, evacuate.on alarm sounded vent

to Unit 2 control Room assembly point
4Walked aroun4 with Pat srennan on s 15-01 to Panel 123 and Parei

113, power on light was buzne4 out on Panel 123 ~ "Vower on" lieth=
was on, on Panel 113 ~





hag. 1$ , 1901 Xntarviav (Cont'd)
P+5 +opp

gary ~ (Callsd at hase)

Has located in the tirs Deyt. Of!ice vhsn Lf.bahts flicksred and
noise vas heard. Radio ooaaunication vas pons. Hsar Hara vas out.

chief'arvey direotad yorsonns] to cover vital areas. Pat Milion
ns in RX Bldg. Pat Brennan vas roving T.B. Bernie 4 Muk vore
to cover Control Bldg.

T'rip to C.B. uneventful.=

Panels Passed in route>
Panel 114 Eleot. bay Zlv.

251'anel120 C.b. tlv.
251'anel12 I C o b e Elv o 251

'anel121 Ce be Elvo 241
Panel 125 C i. Xlv.

241'anel127 C l Ilv
244'anel

125 C.l. Ilv. 214~

Normal
Nodal
Normal
Noraal
Normal
Trouble Horn sounding-
Silanosd
Trouhle Horn sounding
Iilenoad, also an aaher
light vas lit on panoX

Checked valve ~ on C l Olv. 214 'ight vas on in c&s No
indication oC systea actuation.

Stairnlls vere dark, Elv. 241'.S. was dark. I.k.l. announcement
and reported to Contxol Rooa.
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S ROUTE TAKEN BY OPERATOR FROM CONTROL ROOM TO UPS~ IN NORMAL SWITCHGEAR BUILDING ON 8-13-91

The following route was taken by operator from
control room to go to UPS room in switchgear building to
transfer alternate power source to UPS units

Operator left the control room EL 306 through south
door and proceeded to west. Then he turned north along
the corridor on the westside of the control room. Then he
exited the control room building through north west door
EL 306 to Auxiliary building. He then took the stairway
)ust south of the elevator to go to EL 261. Then at EL
261 of Auxiliary building, he proceeded to south and
entered the corridor ( Electrical equipment Tunnel). From
the corridor he entered the normal switchgear building EL
261 and proceeded to stairway located in the center
of the building (West half) down to EL 237 where the UPS
units 2VBB-UPSlA, 1B, 1C and 1D are located. He then
transferred the UPS power to maintenance power source.

After restoring power to the above UPS units, the
operator proceeded to UPS 2VBB-UPS1G via the door on the
east end of the room, went south down the hall, through
the door on his left (eastside) and entered the control
building. He then took the stairs down to EL 214 where
UPS 2VBB-UPS1G is located and transferred the power to
the maintenance power.
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Jerry Helker
8/22/91

ASSESSMENT OF OPERATOR RESPONSE

and

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

SUMMARY

A review of operator response to the event of August 13, 1991,
which led to the declaration of a Site Area Emergency and the
effectiveness of training to prepare operators for such an event
has resulted in the following conclusions:

1) Operator response/actions during and following the event were
appropriate.

2) All plant parameters were stabilized and controlled.
3) EOPs appropriately addressed control of station parameters.

This event has demonstrated that symptom based procedures are
the most effective way to handle large complicated events.

4) Operating procedures were generally useful however there were
some identified instances where a given procedure was not
specifically written for existing (unanticipated) plant
conditions.

5) Procedures were appropriately used.

6) Training has been effective in preparing operators for events
of this nature. Simulator training was identified as a
significant strength. Some specific training recommendations
have been identified.

DETAILED REVIEW

At approximately 0548 on August 13, 1991, NMP2 experienced a loss
of Main Transformer Phase B Transformer and UPS-1A through D and G
power supply. This resulted in loss of the majority of control
room annunciators, plant essential lighting, communications systems
and control rod position indications. Additionally, with the
general exception of control room meters on P601 and P852 most
control room meters and recorders failed.
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APRM recorders failed as is due to the power loss. At the
initiation of the event operators assessed plant conditions and
noted the following:
~ PAM recorders (running in fast speed) indicated approximately

175" RPV water level and 920 psig RPV pressure
~ APRMs were indicating downscale on back panel meters (no power

was lost to this indication)
~ Feedwater pumps had tripped
~ RCS pumps had downshifted

~ ARI had initiated, and

~ The RPS solenoid white power supply lights were extinguished

Within several seconds the reactor mode switch was taken to
shutdown at the direction of the SSS. RPV water level was lowering
and RCIC manually started. The RCIC system experienced oscillating
flow, speed and pressure in automatic and was placed in manual.
This stabilized the oscillations. Realizing that there was
conflicting control room indications for reactor power and
recognizing that RCS had downshifted and feedwater pumps had
tripped, placing the reactor mode switch to shutdown was a
conservative and appropriate action. Starting RCIC is authorized
by N2-OP-101C for use.

RPV water level continued to lower to L3 at which time N2-EOP-RPV
was entered. Recognizing that control rod position was unavailable
the SSS immediately exited section RL of that procedure and entered
N2-EOP-C5. These were the appropriate procedures to utilize.
These procedures were then used to control RPV water level,
pressure and power. RCIC was used to restore RPV water level above
the scram setpoint after which it was placed in a full flow test
lineup. RCIC use is authorized in N2-EOP-C5, and its use was
therefore appropriate. As the scenario progressed, RPV pressure
was slowly lowering. Main steam line drains (2MSS-AOV87A-D) were
closed in order to stabilize the RPV pressure. This is consistent
with N2-EOP-RPV section RP and N2-OP-101C Scram Procedure.
2RHS*P1A was placed in Suppression Pool Cooling mode by the
operators shortly after RCIC was started in order to control
suppression pool water temperature.

When N2-EOP-C5 was entered the ADS system was defeated utilizing
the inhibit logic switches. For NMP2 these switches were
specifically added for ATWS events. Their use is authored by
N2-EOP-C5 in order to prevent; 1) a severe thermal transient on the
RPV, 2) complications involving RPV water level control and 3) the
rapid uncontrolled injection of large amounts of relatively cold
unborated water should RPV level fall to L1 during ATWS conditions.
Therefore, this action was appropriate.
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At 0600 the SSS declared a Site Area Emergency and activated the
station emergency plan. Because the communications systems were
unavailable at NMP2, control room operators requested the NMPl
control room to make the emergency announcements. Offsite
notifications were made as required.

As RPV pressure continued to lower operators secured the running
condensate booster pump to prevent its injection into the RPV (the
feedwater level control valves (LV10s) had failed as is in the open
position). RPV water level was slowly rising with normal CRD as
the only injection source (RCIC was in full flow test) when RPV L8
was exceeded. Securing the condensate booster pump is authorized
by N2-OP-101C in order to control RPV level and is consistent with
N2-EOP-5 and RPV which'pecify a maximum RPV level of L8. Thus
this action was appropriate.

When it was recognized that the UPS-1 power supplies were lost,
operators were dispatched to identify the problems and restore
power. Power was restored manually at each UPS. It was identified
that the existing procedure (N2-OP-71) for restoring UPS power did
not fully address the restoration of the UPSs in their current
configuration, thus the operator was required to utilize his
knowledge of UPSs in order to access and manually close in the
maintenance power supply breaker. This is considered appropriate
response under these emergency conditions in order restore control
room alarm and instrumentation system. This is specifically
authorized by AP-2.0 (Rev. 23) section 3.4.4 which states "In
emergency situations not addressed by procedures, personnel may
take action to avoid or minimize personnel injury or damage to the
station". Additionally this action of manually operating a breaker
is considered within an operators Skills of the Trade. N2-0DI-5.16
(Rev. 0) Skills of the Trade will be revised to add manual
operation of breakers (other than 13.8 and 4.16 KV which have a
separate procedure for operation).
At approximately 0615 hours RPV water level reached L8. The
condensate booster pump was secured at or just prior to this point
thus the only injection source into the RPV was CRD. RPV water
level remained above L8 for approximately eight minutes after whichit continued to slowly lower. Subsequent evaluation has determined
that the RPV level did remain below the main steam lines. At this
time the SSS directed RPV pressure be maintained 500-600 psig using
turbine bypass valves and that Condensate Booster pump P2A be
started to maintain RPV level 165-180 inches. UPS power had been
restored at this point and the LV10s were able to be closed. RPV
water level continued to slowly lower to approximately 124 inches
before the condensate booster pump (using LV137) was able to turn
the trend and restore RPV level. RPV water level of 124 inches is
well within the specified control band of -14 to 202.3 inches in
N2-EOP-C5. Additionally that procedure requires that RPV level
recovery be performed deliberately slow.
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Operators were unable to open the feed pump suction valves
(2CNM-MOV84s) following the startup of the condensate booster pump'ue to the inability to access the turbine bldg. (to equalize
around the MOV84s). Thus only the low press/low flow makeup valve
(LV137) was available. Following restoration of UPS power the
operators were able reset the rod drive control system and
determine that the majority of control rods were fully inserted.
Several control rod positions were still unable to be determined.
At this point the SSS was still utilizing N2-EOP-C5 for RPV water
level control and had directed that alternate control rod insertion
methods be attempted utilizing N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14. Utilizing
N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 the operators defeated RPS interlocks in
able to permit. resetting the scram signal in order to effect
multiple scrams. Upon resetting the scram the operators were able
to determine that all control rods were fully inserted thus further
N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 actions (additional scrams) were not
required. The SSS then properly exited N2-EOP-C5 and returned to
N2-EOP-RPV section RL for RPV water level control. Subsequent
evaluation following the event has determined that all control rods
were fully inserted. Those which had lost position indication had
over traveled in. Restoration of defeated ADS and RPS interlocks
were then accomplished later in the scenario following the clearing
of all scram signals. Defeating of RPS interlocks is authorized by
the EOPs for this particular scenario in order to provide theability to reset the scram and perform multiple scrams. The
premise is that the failure of all control rods to fully insert
could be caused by a hydraulic problem, thus resetting the scram
enables the scram discharge volume (SDV) to drain. In this
scenario the operators using N2-EOP-6, Attachment 14 recognized
that there was no pneumatic system problem and that the SDV wasfull and thus performed appropriate actions.

Approximately one half hour after determining that all control rods
were fully inserted (0731) operators had restored RPV water level
above L3. At this point in the scenario all control rods had been
inserted, RPV water level was stable between L3 and L8 using
condensate booster pump P2A and CRD, and RPV pressure was being
controlled with turbine bypass valves to maintain RPV cooldown rate
less than 100'F/hr. Throughout the morning many balance of plant
(BOP) system manipulations were made. Among these system
operations the following were included:

Startup of Auxiliary Boiler B.

Establishment of turbine sealing steam with the Auxiliary
Boiler supplying steam to the clean steam reboilers.
Startup of the condenser air removal pumps to maintain
condenser vacuum.
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~ Placing the main turbine on the turning gear. (Somedifficulty was encountered when performing this evolution
requiring assistance of the system engineer), and

~ Restoration of process and radwaste computers (following
restoration of UPS power).

At'pproximately 1055 hours it was decided to startup the RWCU
system in the full reject mode in order to facilitate RPV water
level control (when SDC is placed in service) and to assist in
reactor coolant chemistry control.
That system lineup is authorized by N2-OP-101C following a reactor
scram. When the RWCU pump P1B was started the differential flow
isolation logic was initialed causing a system isolation. NRCnotification was made as required by 10CFR50.7b.2.ii.

A root cause is currently in progress to determine the reason for
the isolation. It was reported to the control room that loud
noises (waterhammer) were heard in the RWCU heat exchanger room.
The control room notified the TSC which initiated an engineering
walkdown of the system. No problem were identified by the
engineering walkdown which was completed early that evening. No
further analysis was required.
RCIC was declared inoperable and 2ICS*MOV126 deactivated shut whenit was recognized that 2ICS*AOV156 failed to indicate full closed.
RCIC was not required at this point for RPV level or pressure
control. These valves are containment isolation valves and these
actions were taken to comply with Tech. Spec. 3/4.6.3.
At approximately 1000 hours it was determined that two SRVs
(2MSS*PSV128 and 133) had lifted at, the initiation of the event.
N2-OSP-ISC-MQ002 the Drywell Vacuum Breaker Operability Test wasinitiated and performed.

Primary containment parameters were monitored and trended
throughout the event. Early in the event it was recognized that DW
Cooling fans had tripped had been lost due to the BOP power loss.
Operators attempted to restore DW Cooling using N2-OP-13 and 60.
Use of the LOCA bypass switches for the fans was attempted howeverfailed to be effective due to the power loss. Operators were ableto restore DWUCs following restoration of UPS power. Use of the
LOCA bypass switches during non-LOCA conditions is authorized by
N2-OP-13 and 60. At one point during the morning it was noted that
Division 2 Hydrogen concentration recorder had spiked indicating a
high containment hydrogen concentration. Actual concentration as
indicated on Division 1 H~/O~ remained normal (<14) throughout the
vent. Operators found that H /0 monitor sample pump tripped and
restored the unit to service after which indicated hydrogen
concentration returned to normal levels. At no time during the
event were any Primary Containment EOP entry conditions met.
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When the SDC high pressure isolation interlocks (approx. 1200
hours) cleared, operators secured 2RHS*P1A from suppression pool
cooling, stroked 2RHS*MOV40A (a deferred PMT for WR work),
completed the necessary paperwork and declared RHS Loop A operable
for SDC. This was done in order to comply with a one hour TS
requirement for SDC in Mode 3.

At approximately 1500 hours, 2RCS*P1B was shutdown and 2RHS*P1B
placed in SDC using N2-OP-101C and 31. While in SDC RPV level
control was with CRD injection into the RPV and RHS reject to
Radwaste (RWCU was unavailable due to the previous trip).
Difficultyin controlling RPV level was experienced when the normal
reject throttle valve to Radwaste (2RHS*MOV142) failed.
This required operators to use 2RHS*MOV149 full stroke open and
close to control level until Electricians were able to effect
repairs to *MOV142. This resulted in RPV water level rising and
falling above and below the L8 setpoint periodically until the
valve was repaired. RPV water level remained well below the
elevation of the Main Steam lines throughout the duration.
Plant Cooldown continued until Cold Shutdown was reached at 1846
and the MSIVs closed using N2-OSP-MSS-CS001. MSIV 6D indicated
intermediate position following the test and was declared
inoperable. The Site Area Emergency was then terminated at 1943.

An assessment regarding the ability of operators to perform
required actions during the UPS power loss was completed. This was
conducted by review of operator written statements, shift
debriefing and operator interviews. The loss of lighting was
determined not to impact operator actions. The only prolonged loss
was essential lighting in stairways (Reactor Bldg. lighting went
out initially but came back on within 30 seconds). Since the only
lighting lost was stairway lighting and since flashlights are
normally carried, operators felt that this did not impact plant
operations. Communications systems were also lost while the UPS
power supply was de-energized. This impacted the gaitronics and
radio systems. This caused reports and directions to and from the
control room to be delayed. Operators stated that had
communications been available restoration of power may have taken
place more quickly but also noted that they still were able to
carry out required actions.

Instrumentation availability was reviewed to determine if EOP use
was impacted. Interviews with operators and panel walkdowns have
verified that all parameters required to be monitored in order to
effect the EOPs were available. This includes EOP entry condition
parameters as well as those required to implement throughout the
procedures. In some cases, alternate or back panel indications
were utilized (eg. DW temperature, APRMs).





A review of applicable T.S. requirements has been made for the time
period this event was in progress. It has revealed that all T.S.
LCO requirements were adhered to with exceptions described as
follows:
~ T.S. 4.6.4.b.1 This T.S. surveillance requirement

specifies cycling the DW-SC vacuum
breakers through one complete cycle
of full travel within two hours
following SRV actuation.

~ T.S. 3.3.1 action b.

It was not determined that SRVs had
actuated until approximately four
hours following event initiation.
At that point the required
surveillance was completed in the
following two hours.

This T.S. action requirement
specifies placing at least one RPStrip system in a tripped condition
within one hour. Using N2-EOP-6,
Attachment 14 operators had defeatedall RPS interlocks (except for
manual) as directed by the EOPs for
a period of approximately one and
one half hours. This was required
in order to permit resetting the
scram signal to allow the SDV to
drain down and subsequently perform
additional scrams to effect control
rod insertion. This action is
directed by NMP2 EOPs consistent
with the BWROG-EPG (Rev. 4) and is
recognized in the Safety Evaluation
for NMP2 EOPs (Rev. 4) (SER 90-145,
Attachment 4, Event 15.8).
Additionally EPG Appendix B
specifically states the following
"...This is not to imply that
operation beyond the Technical
Specification is recommended in any
emergency. Rather, such operation
is required and is now permitted
under certain degraded conditions in
order to safely mitigate the
consequences of those degraded
conditions...."
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Since defeating RPS interlocks was believed to have been required
(the operators were unable to determine multiple control rod
positions) in order to insert control rods, and the basis for the
procedures and safety evaluation recognize the potential for this
condition the action taken by the operators and direction by the
procedures was appropriate.
A review of the NMP2 EOP (Rev. 4) Safety Evaluation (90-145) for
analysis of USAR events 15.2.2 (Generator Load Reject) and 15.8
(ATWS) has been completed. The only difference between actual
operator performance and that described in the safety evaluation
was that operators entered the EOPs based upon low RPV water level
vice high RPV pressure assumed in the safety evaluation. This had
no impact on procedure use or plant conditions.
An assessment of training effectiveness has been performed in
regard to this event the purpose of which was to determine the
following:
~ Was operator training effective in preparing operators to

handle this type of event?

~ What particular training was useful or identified as a
strength in preparing for this event?

~ Was there any additional training or recommendations which
could be used to better prepare for events of this nature?

The following strengths and recommendations/feedback wereidentified based upon operator response to interview questions and
debriefings by Operations Management and Training.
STRENGTHS

1) EOP training in the simulator
used backup indications to assess plant conditions

2) SSSs command and control
several interviews perceived the SSS as calm, and very
much in control of the situation
"his leadership made us feel very much at ease"

3) Teamwork
many instances of operators backing each other up

4) Non-licensed operator training in the simulator
made it easier for the NLOs to keep the "Big Picture"
throughout the event
Helps them better understand their responsibilities

5) Newly qualified B operators were noted as being very well
trained by several other more senior operators

6) Communications





7) Static simulator scenarios in the requal program enhanced
operator skills. Oncoming crews found it easier to assess
plant conditions as they walk in cold into the control room
without having to disrupt the actions of the on shift crew.

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS FEEDBACK.

1) Training on operation of the UPSs when the Units have tripped
and restoration of power from maintenance power supply is
required.

a) Include an actual hands on JPM or training on UPS
operations in addition to the existing classroom
training.

2) Maintaining accountability during the event was verydifficult. Personnel were unaware that they had to go through
the OSC. before moving to other areas of the plant.

3) Coordinating operations of the plant through the OSC were at
times difficult.

4) Review operation of Reactor Water Cleanup system above
saturated conditions. (N2-OP-37 Operations)

5) Locations for the remote indications
reactor pressure
reactor water level

6) Turnover of the SED function from the SSS to TSC should be
reviewed in regard to how this is accomplished.

7) Scenario's which include losses of several annunciators.

8) Verify that the simulator modeling of drywell pressure rate of
pressure rise per unit time is correct. During the event
drywell unit coolers were lost for 1/2 hour and no pressure
rise had occurred in the drywell (Plant was 100% power before
the scram).

9) Maintain the quality and quantity of simulator training for
licensed and non-licensed personnel.

10) Use of static scenarios (not necessarily the exams) in
training as exercises can be beneficial. The oncoming crew
was able to access plant status without disrupting the crew
combating the event.

11) If and when a UPS is replaced for upgrading, consider using
the replaced UPS for training use as a mock-up.





Based upon the proceeding feedback from operators and recognition
that the procedures used were properly implemented and the plant
maintained in a safe configuration during the event it can be
concluded that operator training has been effective in preparing
operators for events of this nature.

10
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FROM R. Slade

V H AOARA

DISTRICT Nine Mile Point Nuclear Training Center

Ta J. Helker DATE August 20, 1991 FII.E CODE NMP-80161

SUBJECT Training Effectiveness Evaluation for
Site Area Emergency on 8/13/91

Pat Welsh and myself conducted several Interviews with operators the morning of
8/15/S1. The objective of these interviews was to determine the following:

1) Was the operator training effective In preparing operators to handle
this type of events

2)

3)

What particular training was useful or identified as a stl'ength ln
preparing for this events

Was there any additional training or recommcndatlons which could be
used to better prepare for events of this nature?

A post event survey (NMP-80157) has also been distributed to all operators. This
I fo operators to express their written thoughts if they so desire, Past

experience has shown that our most effective method of data collection ash been
through the use of interviews.

The following strengths and recommendattons/feedback were Identified based
upon operator response to interview questions by Sob Smith - Training Manager
Nuclear, Patrick Walsh and myself. Additionally Information was gathered from a

post event assessment which was conducted the Norning of 8/14/81 in the
K-Bldg, conference room,

~l/ EE:

M. Conway
M. Zron
E. Townsend
M. Bodoh
D, Hancsyk
B. Spooner
D. Brockwell
A. ~ Armstrong
E. Hoifman
'T. Keily
P. Niahols

SSS- ASSS
sRo

— NAQE
NAoE
NAOE- NAOC
NAoc
NAOC
NAoB
NAOB

M. smith
D. Bosnic
E. Davis
B. Moore
R. Delong
J. Stevens
F. Nichols
D, Bottorff
N, Hinckley

NAOC- ASSS
cso- NAOE
NAOC
NAOC- NAQB- NAoC- NAOB
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1) EOP training in the simulator
used backup indications to assess plant conditions

2) SSS's command and control
several interviewees perceived the SSS as calm, and very much
in control of the situation.
"hfs leadership made us feel very much at ease"

3) Teamwork
many instances of operators backing each other up

Non-licensed operator training in the simulator
made it easier for the non-licensed operator's to keep the "Big
Picture" throughout the event.
helps them better understand their responsibilities

6) Newly qualified 8 operators were noted as being very well trained by
several other more senior operators.

6) Communications

7) Static simulator scenarios In the requal program enhanced operator
skills, Oncoming crews found it easier to assess plant conditions as
they walked Into the control room without having to disrupt t e
actions of the on shift crew.
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'i) Training on operation of the UPS's when the Units have tripped and
restoration of power from the maintenance power supply is required.

a) include an actual hands on JPM or hands on training for UPS
operations in addition to the existing classroom training,

RESPONSE: Training willevaluate with operations the need for any procedural
changes required and generate a JPN to power up a tripped UPS from
the maintenance power supply, Training Change Order (TCOj 0 02-
REQ-91-47 has been written to address this, In addition this event
willbe dlscussedin cycle 16 during the significant event review
lecture. (TCO 0 02-REQ-91-46 and 02-NLO-91-12)

2) Maintaining accountability during the event was very difficult,
Personnel were unaware that they had to go through the OSC before
progressing to other areas of the plant.

RESPONSE: To be discussed at the next ~g meeting, scheduled for Sept 12,
1991.

3) Coordinating operations of the plant through the OSC were at times
difficult.

REsPoNsEr To be discussed at the next 07+~ reeetln, scheduled for sept 12,
1891.

4) Review operations of the Reactor Water Cleanup system.

RESI'ONSE; A reactor ~ater cleanup system lecture ls scheduled for cycle 18
(S/26/91 - 10/4/81). In addition, difficultieexperienced in operating
the cleanup system during the August 18, 1991 event willbe
discussed (TCO 0 02-REQ-91-48)
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6) A review of the locations of remote indicators for NLO's
l

- reactor pressure
- reactor water level

RESPONSE: Develop a lesson on vesse//nstrumentat/on which includes the
loc tlons of key remote Indications such as reactor water level anda
pressure. Additionallysva/uate forposslb/a addition of a task to N 0L
task list to support the location and use ofkey remote indications.
(TCO 002-N/.0-91-01 1J

6) A revelw on how to turnover the BED function to the TSC. "We need
to practice this type of turnover more".

RESPONSE: To be discussed at the next ~OT ~C meeting, schedu/ad for Sept 12,
1981.

7) A scenario which includes losses of several annunclators,

RESPONSE: VlillInclude ln Cycle 17 (10/7/81 - 17/75/91J scenarios/n wh/cht various annunclators ara lost. (TCO // 02-REQ-8 1-49J

8) Verify that the simulator modeling of dryweli pressure rate of pressure
rise per unit time is correct, During the event drywelt unit coolers
were tost for i/2 hour and no pressure rise had occurred in the
drywell {Plant was 100% power before the scram)

RESPONSE: A simulator discrepancy report (DRJ has been issued to address this
observation.

9) Maintain the quality and quantity of simulator training for licensed and
non-licensed personnel.

RESpONSE: The quality and quantity ofsimulator training willcontinue to improve.

10) Use of static scenarios {not necessarily the exams) in training as
exercises can be beneficial, The oncoming crew was able to access
plant status without disrupting the crew combating the event,

RESPO/I/SE; 7o be discussed at the next ~+ meeting, scheduled for Sept 12.
7991.
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Ilf an when a UPS ls replaced for upgradlngi consider gsln>replaced UPS for training use as a mock-up. ng

RESPONSE: Feasibility of this to be determined by April30, 1992, q„,„
tracked on the training center Internal tracking system ((t:><>
number 60000 1-64.

~Y;BZphpd;gkdl kF I t *dg
that the procedures used were properly Implemented and the plant
maintained In e safe configuration during the event It can be
concluded that operator training has been effective In Preparing
operators for events of this nature.

Richard K. Slade Jr.
General Supervisor Operations Trng - UR

RKS/cmm

ccrc R. SMITH
Me coLCMB
TRAINING FEEDBACK FILE - REQUAL U2
Ji REID
Fo WHITE
Ba SANAKER
M. MEIER
si BURTCN
D HZLSON
B» BANDLA
E. DRAGOMER (OTPAC CHAIRMAN)
Mo RUBHMQRE
INTERVIEWEES
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Additional Deficienc'es Noted du 'n the Event and 0 en tems

Deficienc Corrective Action

Chemistry Excursion during S/D

Water hammer in RWCU

2ASS-AOV-145 had to be pinned open

Water hammer in RHR

Engineering Evaluation in
progress (John Blasiak)

Engineering Evaluation

WR 178843 I 1 64466 ~ 193588

Engineering Evaluation
Meeting at 1230 to discuss
walkdown during event since
walkdown not documented

Friskall on Reactor Building exit
2CNM-MOV84 couldn', be open

Chemistry had trouble with RCS
sample temperature control valve

Trouble with getting turbine on
turning gear

WR-192659, Other one reset

Under Investigation
Loss of power to chiller
caused temp switch to trip.
Technician did not follow
proper resetting procedure

Letter from Kraig Shawcross

RCIC Outboard check valve,AOV-156
indication

WR 193343 I 194584

2 sumps on Rx 175'lightly overflowed Rad Protection

MSIV AOV6D dual indication
No Aux Main Steam to Clean Steam
Reboilers due to PV-113

WR-193349

WR-193207

LOCA Bypass Switches do not work
without UPS (Black) Power

Plant Chan e
-nD~d'9 l

est

2CNM-AOV-101 open

ODI 5 skills of trade

Reactor Vessel Upset range
not available on Process Computer
nor powered from Safety Related Bus

Needs to be shut prior to
startup
Want to add manual BKR
operation for 600V and less

Plant Change Request
PC2-0257-91

RHS*MOV142, RHR Discharge to Radwaste, WR-193350, closed 8/14/91
would not open
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